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ABSTRACT

This research covers the studies made for constructing airports, especially planning

studies on this subject. For this aim search was made on published items, con..l'1ection'vvith

related institutions was provided and investigations was made on Adnan Menderes

Airport.

The publishments made by International Institutions especially by ICAO

(International Civil Aviation Organization) on technical matters and master. planning,

different books, periodicals and brochures have provided information on worldwide

airport planning studies, planning criteria and standards.

Development and present condition of civil aviation and planning studies in Turkey is

another part of the study. In the privacy of<::e~me STOL Port, STOL system which has a

widespread application today and \-vill have weight in the long-term development

evaluated from the planning point of view.

As a result, it was observed that, there is lack and inefficiency in airport planning

studies in Turkey and STOL Ports with their requirement programs and typical

architectural projects have the same problems. For this reason, with the information

achieved by research in hand, an alternative project in urban design scale have prepared

for Ce~me STOL Port.
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oz

Bu ara~tmna bir havaalarurun gergekle~me siireeinde yapllan 9all~malan 6zellikle

planlama boyutunda ele almaktadlr. Bu ama91a yaym taramasl yaptlmI~, ilgili kurumlara

gidilmi~ve Adnan Menderes Havalimarunda ineelemelerde bulunulmu~tur.

Bu konuda ula~tlabilen uluslararasl 6rgiitlerin yaymladlgt, 6zellikle leAO

(Uluslararasl Sivil Havaetllk Organizasyonu)'nun planlama konusunda yaptlgI teknik

yaymlar, ge~itli kitap, dergi ve bro~iirler, diinyada havaalaru planlama 9all~malan,

planlama kriterleri ve standardlar 9all~marun kaynaglru olu~turmu~tur.

Iiirkiye'de sivil havaelhk geli~imi, ~ugiinkii durumu ve planlama 9ah~malan

ara~tlfInarun bir diger b6liimiinii olu~turmaktadlf. Giiniimiizde yaygm bir ~ekilde

uygulanan ve uzun vadede uygulamasl devam edeeek olan SIOL Havaalanlan sisterninin

bir par9aSIolan <::e~meSTOL Havaalaru 6zelinde planlama 9all~malan irdelenrni~tir.

Sonu90larak, havaalaru planlamasl konusunda Tiirkiye'de yaptlan 9ah~malann eksik

ve yetersiz oldugu, STOL Havaalanlannmda ihtiya9 prograrnlan ve tip projeleri ayru

sorunlan payla~tlgt g6zlenrni~tir. Bu sebeple ara~trrma sonueu elde edilen bilgiler

dogrultusunda <::e~me STOL Havaalarunm kentsel tasanm diizeyinde 6neri projesl

hazlrlanrnt~tlr.
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CHAPTER!

INTRODUCTION

Transportation sector is one of the most important branches of planning which

shouldn't be taken in hand independently from other sectors. It is necessary to evaluate

also all modes of transportation together because of their interdependency. This attitude

should be valid for preparation of macro level plans at different scales. Air transport is

the newest mode of transport and safety, speed and comfort makes it preferable. Its

incredible growth trend in less than a century shows that, it will be more widespread

means of transport in the future.

The aim of this study is to investigate qirport planning studies at different levels. First

part of the study is covering the results of the investigation made for this aim. In the

second part of the study, these results have been evaluated with a sample study. C;e~me

STOL Port, which is now under construction and located in the borders of C;e~me-izmir

was chosen for this aim.

This study covers five principal chapters such as~ civil aviation, airport planning,

airport system, environmental impacts and sample study-C;e~me STOL Port. The content

of each chapter and their related parts are given shortly below.

In the first chapter the aim is searching the history and development of civil aviation,

especially air transportation in the world and in Turk~y. Social, political, economic

factors affecting the growth of aviation, especially the effect of tourism, developments in

aircraft technology, aviation organizations and the elements of the air system such as;

aircraft operator, aircraft manufacturer, airport terminal and ATe systems are all

mentioned in this chapter. Future of aviation, its growth trend, planned investments

especially in Turkey and sectoral problems are all explained.

Second chapter outlines the planning process at different levels. We can evaluate this

process under three headlines, such as; system planning, master planning and project

planning.



Transportation is a multimodal system and it is necessary to analyse all modes

together. Transportation system planning is the first step of system planning. There is

also a need for evaluating each airport within the system of airports.

This chapter also outlines the important factors which authorities must consider in

preparing an airport master plan. Here the importance of consultation and co-operative

planning and the need to develop a systematic approach in determining future airport

requirements are explained. Functions and stages of master planning such as preplanning

considerations, forecasting, financial arrangements and controls, airport site evaluation

and selection, and preparation of airport plans explained detailly.

The content of airport project planning and different factors which should be

considered while preparing projects are also mentioned in this chapter.

Airports can be defined as an area on land or water with its facilities or buildings,

used for landings and takeoffs of aircraft. With this definition many classification of

airports can be made. Here classification by type such as; conventional airports,

heliports, STOL ports and vertiports and seaplane terminals is used in order to explain

functional requirements of each in the third chapter.

For conventional airports we can investigate the development under three mam

headlines, such as; airside development, landside development and airport support

elements.

Airside development should be considered first because of their physical

characteristics and land requirements. Runways and taxiways have limited free choice of

layout, so their dimensions, pavement strength, the capacity and configurations should be

determined before other elements of airside such as apron and navigational and air traffic

control aids. Aircraft characteristics which are important in planning especially for

configuring airside of an airport are also explained.

Landside development include passenger building, cargo facilities, ground transport

and vehicle circulation and parking. This area have free access for non-traveling public

and, also non-public portions of operational, security and governmental services take

place here. Passenger building provides passage between the ground and air modes of

transport. It has a complex system which could be divided into its components, such as;

access interface, processing and flight interface. For providing ease in this passage

between two interfaces, planner and designer should know firstly passenger and baggage

flow principles and characteristics. Airport traffic and service characteristics and scale of
2



facilities to be provided are also important. General design considerations, different

passenger building concepts, passenger amenities are also explained. We can apply the

same considerations for passenger buildings, while siting cargo buildings. Space

requirements of building, apron and parking and also access facilities are important

features of planning.

Airport access system include; ground transport of passengers, baggage, employees,

cargo and service vehicles to, within and from the airport. Planning of roadways and

vehicle parks which are based upon forecasted requirements, and terminal area access

system configurations are all explained in this part.

Airport support elements are some buildings and operations for special purposes

which are necessary in this system. The need for them and their number and complexity

vary depending on the volume of traffic at all airports. While locating them their

functions and compatibility with major elements of airport are important factors. We can

categorize support facilities such as operational and security facilities. Meteorological,

air traffic control, communications, rescue and fire fighting services, fuel depot,

administrative and maintenance facilities) aircraft operators, staff, general aviation

facilities, medical services, technical services, and even an hotel are all support facilities

for airport operations. Security should be provided in landside and airside with causing

minimuminterference with, or delay to, passengers, crew, baggage, cargo and mail.

Heliports are used for takeoffs and landings of helicopters or VTOL (vertical takeoff

and landing) vehicles, STOL ports by STOL (short takeoff and landing) craft, and

vertiport by tilt-rotorcraft and rotor-craft. Design criteria for each of them, their

characteristics and facility requirements are all mentioned in this chapter. Seaplane

terminals and design considerations of their different operating areas such as; water

operating area, the shoreline area, service, tie down and storage area, administration and

common use area are also explained in this chapter.

Transportation sector have many negative impacts on the environment, especially by

means of causing air pollution and noise. Contribution of this sector to global warming is

also important. The cost of transport explained under the headline of 'transport and

sustainibility' with all aspects including control measures. Compatible land uses are also

explained in this chapter named as 'environmental impacts', for the purpose of airport

planning and land use planning in the vicinity of airports.

3



The last chapter forms the second part of the study which was made for examining

the planning process in Turkey with a sample project. Ce~me STOL Port was chosen for

this sample study. First, objections of the study determined and the methods of research

described and then the study area defined with all its characteristics. Here, the study area

has two meanings. One is the bordered land area which STOL Port development has

located on, the other is its impact area. We can say that it will create a definite impact on

the life of Ce~me. Constructing a STOL Port in Ce~me, parallel to the other touristic

regions for providing air taxi services between them is the main reason of this

investment. Tourism potential of Ce~me is important from this aspect. For this reason,

planning decisions and macro level investments are also important for feasibility of this

investment. By means of their locations Urla and Karaburun are also evaluated as

settlements in the impact area of Ce~me STOL Port.

The master planning process, the institutions involved in this process, typical

requirement lists and plans and inefficiencies are all explained in another part of this

chapter named as 'evaluation of the planning process'. It was shown that there is a

necessity to modify these lists and plans according to different characteristics of each

port. Some assumptions had been made by means of the statistical data and information

in hand, and these assumptions guided to the decisions which had been the base of the

project study made for eliminating inefficiencies.

4



CHAPTER 2

CIVIL AVIA TION

Aviation is a general term which includes the science and technology of flight and

which describes the mode of travel provided by aircraft. Military aviation, general

aviation, etc. determines the employment of an aircraft. Manufacturing, marketing,

repairing of an aircraft or working in allied industries are all the world of aviation.

Aircraft is a vehicle which carries one or more persons and which navigates through

the air and it can be classified as lighter than air and heavier than air (1).

2.1. History of Aviation

French Joseph and Etienne Montgolfier Brothers invented that an object which is

lighter than air can fly and by using hidrogene and helium gases they succeeded to hover

a balloon to 5000 m height which had 12 m radius and 750 m3 volume in June, 4 1783.

All aircraft which sustain their weight by displacing an equal weight of air is called as

lighter than air.

The two milestones of aviation generated by lighter than air craft; the first control able

flight by an aircraft was succeeded by a nonrigid airship and in the 1850s and the first

passenger air service was generated by zeppelins. Zeppelin Company and its subsidiary

Delag began carrying passengers on flights within Germany in 1910 and from 1929 to

1937 provided a unique transatlantic air service, but their weakness against strong winds

because of their large body and the use of easily burned gases such as hidrogene and

helium caused several accidents.

Modem airship vehicle concepts are partly heavier than air and partly lighter than air

and they are used for STOL (short take off and landing) vehicles or some have VTOL

(vertical take off and landing) capability.



downward velocity. Aircraft with rotating wmgs, such as helicopters, are also

sustained by the downward momentum which they impart to the surrounding air

because they operate at slower speeds, the momentum change is imparted to a smaller

mass of air by the change in velocity is correspondingly greater" (1).

First flight of a heavier-than-air craft was succeeded by Otto Litienthal (1848-1896)

by a glider in 1890. He determined the methods and techniques for flight of an heavier

than-air craft so became the pioneer of the passage from glider to plane. Clement Ader

who was the real pioneer of aviation history had flown 50 m with his glider in 1890.

The first powered flight in a heavier-than air aircraft was succeeded by Orville Wright

on December 17, 1903, in North Caroline. This 120 ft flight was the first such statistic

recorded in aviation history and bicycle repairer Wright Brothers' success was a real

surprise in the aviation world (2) (fig.2.1).

Fig. 2.1 First Flight at Kitty Hawk (USA)

source: Dictionaire Larousse

In July 25, 1909, French engineer Bleriot had flown over the English Channel (la

Manche). Then for the construction of aircraft aluminum had begun used instead of

wood and cloth. By using aluminum in bodies and wings and by adding high power

engines, the time, speed and capacity of flight increased. Parallel to this growth in 1920

the first scheduled flights had begun between Hamburg-Copenhagen-Amsterdam. In May

21, 1921, Charles Lindberg became the first man who crossed the Atlantic Ocean with

6



his aircraft named as 'Sprit of St. Louis'. His 5 883 Ian travel between New York and

Paris had lasted 33 h 39 min and then aircraft have begun a safe and speedy transport

means for human and freight.

In 1930s the necessity of ground facilities for passenger became important and first

air station was built in 1925, in Berlin and after 1930 during the 2nd World War, civil and

military aviation had grown rapidly. By the introduction of jets into the arena airfields

had turned to airports. Air transport is the newest mode of travel, safest, most expensive,

most speedy and also it uses the latest developments of related industries especially

electronic at a maximum level. Higher prices caused by high costs of aircraft and by high

construction costs of airports.

2.2. Growth of Aviation

In the mid 1930s international air transport was began but until 1950s we couldn't see

a rapid growth. From 1950s to 1960s average annual growth rate in the number of

worldwide passengers was nearly 14 percent in 1970s less than 7 percent and in 1980s

less than 5 percent (2). Growth of aviation directly related with the growth of air

transportation system whose major elements are aircraft operator, aircraft manufacturer,

airport terminal and ATe systems. Sociological factors especially tourism activity,

aircraft technology, aviation organizations and economic and political factors are also

effective.

2.2.1. Aircraft Operator

Basic flight services, maintenance of the aircraft and customer services provided by

aircraft operator. "The operator may be an airline providing for-hire service to any and

all customers on a commercial basis, or may operate the aircraft entirely for personal use.

Scheduled and nonscheduled for-hire services are provided by a wide variety of airlines

offering different classes of service"(I). Some specialized airlines have only cargo

services or operate only helicopters. Airlines are the primary means of passenger carriers

and they obtain 87 % of their revenues from passenger fares. Many of the airlines are

members of the International Air Transport Association~ an organization primarily

concerned with international tariff levels but also active in legal and safety matters.
7



International air transportation matters handled by the International Civil Aviation

Organization, including technical standards and practices; provides an international

language, including standard chart and identification codes; and makes statistics on the

world's airlines.

2.2.2. Aircraft Manufacturer

The design and production of the airplane is the result of the combined efforts of

airframe manufacturer and engine manufacturer. They also provide continuos technical

help to the aircraft operator. The design, development and fabrication of a major aircraft

is from beginning of the design stage, a project which requires billions of dollars.

Different components of airplane, produced by thousands of subcontractors and then

taken by manufacturers. Several nations may involve during this process and in many

times government support is necessary for financing or advanced technology (1).

Transport manufacturers work closely with leading airlines in order to determine

specifications and features of proposed aircraft. In approximately every 12 years a new

aircraft and with variations derivatives of the basic airplane produced.

IATA member countries' demand for services of aircraft fleets in general are met by

25 % wide-body, 62 % medium body and 15 % propeller aircraft. Aircraft manufacturers

Boeing (53 %), Airbus (22 %) and McDonnell Douglas (9 %) are followed by relatively

little firms such as British Aerospace and Canadair.

2.2.3. Aircraft Technology

Aircraft technology develops in a speedy manner and most important advances have

been the development of jet and fan-jet engine, the high by-pass ratio jet engine, major

increases in aircraft size and improvements in aerodynamics, materials, design techniques

and manufacturing. Despite the continuous improvements in technology, commercial

aircraft are long-lived vehicles and are often used for 20 years or more.

We can say that since 1950's in every five year a new aircraft model attend to the

World Civil Aviation and the improvements in aircraft technology causes a certain

amount of decrease in air transportation costs. From 1980 to 1990 although a fairly large

increase occurred in the number of passengers handled, aircraft operations has been less

8



significant and even decreased because of the greater use of wide-bodied aircraft for

passenger travel during this period of time.

Jet transport which was introduced in 1958 have advantages such as; economics,

speed, range, capacity, comfort and safety. From mid 1950's to mid 1980's the fatality

rate dropped from approximately 0,50 to 0,05 fatality per 100 000 000 passenger miles.

Main factor of this improvement is the replacement of propeller aircraft with jet airplane.

The Concorde, which is a new type of high-speed airplane in the late 1970s capable of

flight at speeds more than twice that of sound but only 16 aircraft built because of its

relatively high costs, limited range, small payload, and restricted flight capabilities.

Widespread use of supersonic commercial aircraft is only possible by means of operating

more economically with much greater range and payload capability and with acceptable

environmental characteristics that necessitates advanced technology (1).

2.2.4. Airport Terminal

"The airport terminal characterized primarily by a runway and a passenger or cargo

service facility, provides a central location for the airplane to take off and land and for

passengers to begin and end the air portion of their journey. Major parts of the airport

includethe runways, taxiways, control tower, and buildings to service passengers, cargo,

aircraft, and administrative needs"(l). Construction of a new conventional airport is so

costly and also land acquisition is difficult. Noise, congestion, landuse changes and

potential accidents are all the factors caused the rejection of people to airports. Flexibility

and expandability is important for airports in order to adapt present conditions. Some

airports serve variety of different functions but some are specialized such as; general

aviation,private, military, passengers, cargo, etc.

In 1993 European Commission proposed a scheme which was named as

''Transportation Network Directory Scheme related to European Airports". This Scheme

necessitates coordination among European Countries in project making. Naturally airport

planning is the complement of National Airport Plans and National Development Plans.

International agreements are also effective in planning. Speed, motivation, flexibility,

comfort, security are advantages of airports and when they form a whole with a speedy

transportation network, these advantages may spread out countrywide.
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2.2.5. Air Traffic Control System

ATC systems mostly located at the airport terminal and controls the movements of

the aircraft both on the ground and during flight and provides a means of allocating

available runways and airspace between user aircraft. Radar, radios, light signals and

other electronic instruments are all parts of this system. The airport control tower directs

the air traffic only in the vicinity and on runways and taxiways. ATC operators are also

provide voice communication, navigational aid, weather information, etc., to the flying

crew.

In United States there is one ATC system operated by government agency FAA

(Federal Aviation Administration) which is part of the Department of Transportation, but

in Europe there are 18 different ATC systems which cause problems.

2.2.6. Aviation Organizations

ICAO is the most important international agency concerned with airport

development which was formed during a conference of 52 nations held in Chicago in

1944. Annex 14 published by ICAO contains the international design standards and

recommended practices for applicable to all commercial airports.

There are also so many groups involved in technical and promotional aspects of

aviation at international level such as HAl, ACI and lATA 400 large airports and airport

authorities throughout the world are members of the Airports Council International

CACI)which is based in Geneva, Switzerland. The Helicopter Association International

(HAl) is an association represents the interests of each manufacturers and users and

located in Alexandria, Virginia. The International Air Transport Association (lATA) is

an association of scheduled carriers in international air transportation with headquarters

in Montreal, Canada (2).

2.2.7. Sociological Factors

Air transportation cause important sociological changes by providing speedy access

even to the farthest points in the world. People have become closer together, exchanges

of cultures and information, better understanding of interregional problems, business
10



opportunities in farthest lands become easy by air transport. For a long time, business

travelers provide the main portion of the demand but recently this was changed by

pleasure or private travelers. Tourism activity became the most important sociological

and economic activity which have a bearing effect on air transport.

The first touristic flight was a tour to Seeburg and made on 1932 from London to

Switzerland with the organization of 'Polytechnic Touring Institution', and then tourism

have become an important factor affecting the growth of aviation. The main aim of

international tourism activities is to provide access to the tourism centers with minimum

cost. This decrease in travel costs will increase the night stay period. Tourism period is

the total of transportation and night stay periods of time. Especially for thermal tourism

access as fast as possible and relative lengthening of night stay period is important so air

transportation is preferable. After 1950s with the beginning of GIT (Group Inclusive

Tour) tourism became important for airlines. Today cheap and standard travel services as

called"package tour" accelerate the group tourism movement and generally made by air

transportation in an efficient way. According to the report of ICAO, the number of

people traveled by airlines in domestic and international lines reached to 1 172 000 000

in 1992. When we thought that airlines were spent 90 % of their times to tourism, we

can easily understand the importance of tourism in aviation sector (3).

As in any other sectors, supply and demand factors and also economic, social and

political factors will be effective for the future of tourism. We can say that due to the

spread out use of charter flights and package tours this growth trend in aviation will

continue. Airports play an important role in the tourism of Spain and Italy because of

their land formation and because of the importance of accessibility to the core of

touristic regions.

There is a strong relation between the tour routes, night stay areas and location of the

airport and there is also a relation between the definition of tourism areas and airport size

and qualities.

2.2.8. Economic and Political Factors

Through the end of 1980s growth in aviation was positive parallel to the economic

growth in the world, but after the second half of 1988 economic stagnation becomes to

be dominant. Especially in 1990-91 because of the Gulf Crises and general economic
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stagnation, aviation sector had effected negatively, in which directly and indirectly 21

millionperson worked, and every year approximately 1 billion people traveled and paid

more than 200 billion dollars. Economic stagnation caused decreases in the number of

passengers traveling for holiday or business and especially with the effect of Gulf Crises

traffic had decreased 25 %, 30 % every year. Especially 1991 became a turning point in

aviation and most of the airlines got losses, some have bankrupted and some have made

partnership with others at that period. In reverse to the worldwide economic stagnation,

airlinesof Asian-Pacific region showed a growth trend in 1990s. Thailand, Hong Kong,

Singapore, Taiwan and Malaise showed the highest economic progress in recent years,

throughout the world. Increasing commerce and liberalization in air transportation

caused increases in passenger traffic and this region seems to be the first in the

worldwide market of aviation.

In general negative effects disappeared after 1992 and the development of traffic

after that time can be seen easily. Generally increase in traffic caused by economic

growth and changing life standards due to this growth and decreasing transportation

prices due to the liberalization politics of some countries. In 1990, more than 1 billion

passengers flew more than 1.1 trillion passenger-miles and also, there has been a

substantial increase in the carriage of mail and freight by air which was estimated about

16 billion ton-miles by U.S. airlines and almost 44 billion ton-miles worldwide (2).

Estimates were made on the 6.3 percent annual growth through 2000.

2.2.9. Problems of Air Transportation Sector

Energy, noise and congestion will go on being the main problems of the sector

although several researches have been made in order to prevent these problems.

2.2.9.1. Energy

In 1973 with the Arab oil embargo, the importance of energy was first brought to

publicattention. Large number of commercial flights were canceled, fuel prices increased

and airplanes set idle, several major airlines bankrupted and some were forced to sell

aircraft at bargain prices. By means of these changes in order to increase the fuel

performance of aircraft, several actions were taken. Airlines increased the number of
12



passenger on each flight, change their flight profiles, etc., and manufacturers developed a

new series of fuel-conserving aircraft by utilizing advanced aerodynamics, material,

engine technologies, etc. and reach 35% improvement in the airplane miles obtained per

gallon of fuel. These aircraft began appearing in 1982. We know, as it is today in the

future to increase fuel efficiency will be one of the basic problems of aviation.

2.2.9.2. Noise

Impacts of aircraft noise on people living near airports caused certain efforts in order

to minimize this impact. Improvements in the noise characteristics of jet aircraft by

meansof applying the advances to the existing fleet or designing new aircraft for this aim

is the end of these efforts. These new aircraft which are capable of meeting the restrictive

noise standards began to service after 1982. In some countries three noise zones are

determined around airports as seen in figure 2.2 .
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Fig.2.2 Noise zones around airports

source: O.Kuntay (4)
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1st zone - Effective noise pollution. Residential use is prohibited.

2nd zone - Effective noise pollution. Residential use is prohibited.

3rd zone - Medium noise pollution. Mass housing is prohibited. Garden houses with noise

control should be let.

Settlements such as Atakoy and Ye~ilkoy are developed with the lack of such zoning

in Turkey and we can see similar problems at some other settlements, too. As seen from

the scheme, an airport necessitates a safety zone of 30 km in length and 5 km in width

(4). Such zoning decrease the negative effects of noise to some extent but the best way

to reduce noise is removing the source by locating or relocating airports far from

residential, urban areas and in unpopulated, rural regions. We can see examples such as;

Dulles International Airport, which serves Washington DC is far removed from its major

urban area, and Beijing, China which is 80 km from the city. It is not easy to move

airports in operation and an easier way is to reduce the major source of noise, that from

commercial aircraft jet engines, by slowing the speed of the exhaust or of the blades of

the machinery within or external to the engine. This reduction in the speed can reduce

the efficiency of the engine and increase fuel consumption and thereby increase costs.

Another way is restricting flights during the evening hours or changing the flight paths

and/or insulating buildings.

For commercial jets, the greatest noise exposure comes during landing while jets have

a speed of over 165 km/h and an angle of 3 degree required. This gentle slope makes

aircraft close to the ground for many kilometers. Although jet takeoffs produce much

more noise than jet landings, climbing more rapidly reduces the noise exposure, but for

manypeople takeoff noise is dominant.

Noise produced by helicopters is important but aircraft sound especially caused by

commercialjets is more effective. A helicopter produces less noise, it has less power than

a commercial jet, but it flies closer to the ground so noise exposure can be extreme. At

high speed or with heavy load, helicopters produce annoying and even frightening kind

of noise.

14



2.2.9.3. Congestion

The congestion both ground and air is a problem and of course parallel to the growth

of air transportation, it will become severe. Ground congestion reduced the time and cost

savings obtained by air transport, air congestion affected by many variables and with the

introduction of wide-body aircraft in the early 1970's this problem decreased but after

1970s and 1980s especially at the bussiest terminals crowding and chaotic conditions

occurred and long delays, stacking of airplanes over airports became common. Against

one ATC system in USA, there are 18 different ATC systems in Europe and this also

causes congestion in crowded periods. We can say that airfield and airspace congestion

willgo on being an important problem in the future.

Crowded, insufficient and badly organized airports with ATC systems in one hand

and the airlines developing their fleet in order to reply increasing demand in the other

hand brought out the inefficiencies of infrastructure. These problems may be solved by

means of expanding present airports or constructing new ones but it takes long time to

construct a new airport so congestion will go on effecting air services. Improvement

projects forecast that in future 10 years the cost will be approximately 100 billion dollars

and in 2010 it will reach to 250 billion dollars.(1994)

Airports are generally belong to public sector and investments are made by national

budgets but it is certain that privatization of airports and/or their management will be on

agenda in the future because of their high costs and increasing demand.

2.3. Future of Aviation

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has divided the world into six

regions for statistical purposes such as Asia and Pacific, Europe, North America, Latin

America and Caribbean, Africa, and Middle East. We can see the distribution over

regions in Table 2.1 As seen from the table over 70 percent of all traffic is generated in

North America and Europe and also we can see that the traffic growth is not parallel in

Asian and Pacific region to the growth of importance in other sectors. We can say that

this region will have a higher portion in the worldwide traffic through 2000. If 5 percent

growth rate between 1990 and 2000 occurs, in the year 2000 the number of passengers
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willreach to 1,9 billion and this means nearly 63 percent growth in passenger traffic for

the same period (2).

Table 2 1 Regional percentage distribution of total-ton-kilometers performed on

scheduled service

Latin
Asia

America
and

Northand Middle
Year

PacificEuropeAmericaCaribbeanAfricaEast

1968

8.419.8*63.84.32.01.5

1972

8.435.947.64.42.01.7

1976

12.436.541.04.82.52.8

1980

15.535.038.65.52.62.8

1984

17.633.038.04.92.83.7

1988

19.831.039.34.62.23.0

1990

19.831.938.54.72.22.9

2000t

22.825.141.55.6·2.32.7

*Data for 1968 do not include the U.S.S.R. since these data were not available. tForecast by Boeing Commercial Airplane Group.

(source: HoronjefI and McKelvey) (2)

Cargo transportation is neglected relative to passenger transportation although the

worth of the cargo transported by air is more than 1 trillion dollars a year. Cargo inputs

constitute 14% of the total airline inputs. On-time handling, prices, reliability and low

storage costs are the reasons of preference.

There are two opposing opinions in cargo transportation~ one 1S transporting

passenger and cargo together in order to achieve high capacity, the other is separating

them which causes increase in operational costs. Each of them have advantages and

disadvantages. It is forecasted that in future cargo and passenger transportation will be

combined on main lines but on the lines where productive and commercial activities are

dense the cargo transportation will be made by cargo aircraft. In 1991, 50% of cargo

transportation generated at regional level. It is forecasted that the major part of cargo

transportation will be generated in Asia-Pacific region in future years.
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2.4. History of Civil Aviation in Turkey

Establishment of a commission in 1911 was the first step in aviation field and this was

also became the foundation of Turkish Air Forces. In 1912, two hangars and an apron

was built in the northern part of to day's Atatiirk Airport and a R.E.P for one person and

a ''Deperdussin'' for two was bought in the same year.

We can see only military aviation until the establishment of "Government

Management Directory of Airlines" on May 20, 1933. For a period only a hangar and

two aircraft served to civil aviation then first scheduled passenger and mail transportation

began between Ankara and istanbul with the contribution of DeHavilland Dragon and

Rapidtype six seat capacity aircraft to the fleet. The main aim of this establishment was

constructing airports, so in 1935 aligned to Ministry of Public Works.

The first flight abroad which was a turning point was made on 1947. In 1955 airport

and airline management was separated and airline management was let to General

Directory of Turkish Airlines Share Company, and airport management with ground

services and air navigational traffic control and communication services was let to the

GeneralDirectory of Government Airport Management. In addition to these institutions

for handling control, catering and some other services Aircraft Service Share Company

(USAS) was established after 1958. All activities related to air transportation was held

by THY, DHMi and US AS after that time on (5).

Today 'Civil Aviation General Directory' which IS bounded to 'Ministry of

Transportation' is the governmental authority of aviation. DLID (Railways, Harbours,

Airports Construction) is the institution which is responsible of airport construction and

DHMi (Government Airports Enterprise) is the institution which is responsible of airport

management. USAS was privatized and also private sector involvement in construction

and management of airports is on the agenda in recent years. There are also several

privateairlines operating in recent years.

2.5. Growth of Civil Aviation in Turkey

Significant growth of air transportation sector can be seen after the second half of

1980s with the involvement of private sector and with the direction of THY to

intemationallines. At that period investments are made in order to improve the standards



of present airports not for constructing new ones. At the end of 1980s at some regions

with the support of local authorities the construction of STOL ports have begun and

studies for opening military ports to civil use have accelerated. This growth trend

continued in 1990s until the beginning of the Gulf Crises.

Today, Turkish Airlines makes scheduled flights to 58 points abroad and from abroad

to Turkey 52 Airlines make scheduled flights. Other than Turkish Airlines 12 private

Airlines make non-scheduled (charter) flights to 56 points abroad and 120 foreign

Airlinesmake charter flights to Turkey especially in summer months (6).

2.5.1. Civil Aviation Regulations

Civil Aviation Law number 2920, was approved on Oct 14, 1993 which was aimed

to organize civil aviation activities parallel to national profits and international

relationships. This Law also enables private sector participation in commercial aIr

transportation operations and airport construction and management processes. In

additionto the Law, there are 18 different instructions and directions in order to regulate

civilaviation in Turkey.

Technical improvements, and the necessity of taking precautions against dangers

from air, makes it necessary for absolute domination of country's airspace and

international regulations have been made for this aim by the end of World War I. The

first International Civil Aviation Agreement is the Paris Convention which was signed on

October 13, 1919 with the contribution of twenty-seven countries. This was followed by

Madrid in 1926, Havana Convention in 1928, and Varshow Convention in 1929 and

these regulations had been valid until the acceptance of Chicago Convention in

December 17, 1944 with the contribution of 52 countries' representatives. This

Convention was approved by Law number 4749 in June 5,1945 in Turkey. International

CivilAviation Organization (lCAO) which was established due to this Convention, was

contributed more than 183 countries in 1994 and determines international standards and

regulations and provide their implications in every field of Civil Aviation. Due to the

Convention, these standards and recommendations prepared by ICAO should be

Annexes of this Agreement and 18 Annexes were prepared for this aim. Chicago

Convention mainly prepared for scheduled flights, because at this date non-scheduled

flights are not so widespread. After 1950 the level of non-scheduled flights made it
18



necessary to make a regulation, and in 1956 with the contribution of Turkey an

Agreementwas made about European non-scheduled flight operators' commercial rights.

Today Turkey is the member of ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization),

ECAC (European Civil Aviation Conference), EUROCONTROL (European Air

Navigational Security Organization) and lATA (International Air Transportation

Agengy). As mentioned above ICAO was established due to this Convention and

Annexesprepared by ICAO are not only used by the members but also by some other

countries and are changed according to the improvements in aviation technology by

working groups formed by educated persons of member countries. Turkey is a member

ofECAC which organizes the aviation activity among European countries. 32 European

countries are members ofECAC which was established in 1955 and the top working unit

of ECAC is the Transportation Ministers Meeting. Turkey became the member of

EUROCONTROL in March 1, 1989, which has 16 memberships. This was the

Convention of European Enterprises for providing International Air Navigation Security.

As a general practice, the transportation between Turkey and other countries organized

by dual agreements. After this coordination at governmental level additional regulations

was made for airlines or details of transportation. lATA, by providing coordination and

working for the determination of ticket prices; organizes the relationships between air

transportation organizations.

2.5.2. Institutions

We can categorize institutions according to their different features, such as aviation

institutions, ground servicing and catering institutions, education institutions and airline

operators. There are four public institutions which are responsible of different features of

aviation in Turkey.

Civil Aviation General Directory (Sivil Havacl1tk Genel Md.) is the top authority of

aviationand its functions was determined by Act number 3348. In short, we can say that

CivilAviation General Directory is responsible of planning, coordinating and controlling

of the civil aviation activities countrywide in order to provide the safety, regularity and

efficiencyof sector.

Government Airports Enterprise (Devlet Hava Meydanlan i~l.-DHMi) is responsible

of the provision of airport management services, ground handling services, air traffic
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control services, construction and management of air navigation systems and related

services, according to the regulations and standards of ICAO at the airports given to its

management.

Railways, Harbours, Airports Construction (Demiryollan, Limanlar,

Havameydanlan in~.-DLHi) is responsible of the preparation of the plans and programs

of railroads, harbours and airports and their related structures, in coordination with

related institutions and taking precautions for implementation of these plans; by

preparing projects by constructing or providing their construction and maintenance.

Prime Ministry Government Meteorological Services General Directory (Ba~bakanhk

Devlet Meteoroloji i~leri Genel Md.) is responsible of the provision of healthy and safe

information which is necessary for civil aviation and for this aim to construct

meteorological stations and to provide their related equipment.

The number of institutions which are completely or partially involved in ground

servicingand catering activities in Turkey are 134 and Hava~ (public-partially privatized

in 1998), <;elebi Air Service (private), and Usa~ (privatized in 1989) are the main firms

directlyinvolved in these services.

Turkish Airlines (THY) is the leading public airline operator and in the framework of

modernization and standardization, have grown its fleet and increased its service

standards while giving weight to international lines. There is a certain growth of private

sector, with its number of operators, fleet and share in the sector. In 1983 Turkish

Airlineshad a fleet capacity of30 aircraft and Bursa Airlines had 2, and this fleet with 32

aircraft and seat capacity of 4472 reached in 1993 to 78 aircraft and 19594 seat capacity.

In addition to these there were 30 Agricultural Struggle Management with 75 aircraft in

1993.Turkish Air Institution (THK) which was established in 1925 with the directives of

Atatiirk continue its activities which were mainly educational, with 102 different types of

air vehicles at the same date and licenses given to flight crew reached to 3609 and

technicians reached to 3110. Today while some airlines cooperate with others, some

leave IATA for implementing free price policies. In Turkey, although Turkish Airlines

effected negatively from inflation and increasing oil prices its number of aircraft which

was 53 in 1995 reached to 66 in 1997 and the aim is 125 aircraft in the year 2000

(fig.2.3). Parallel to the growth of private sector, the number of aircraft reached to 44

withthe seat capacity of 7683 in 1994. The share of new generation aircraft in Turkish
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Airlines' fleet, which is suitable to noise and environmental standards reached to 90 % at

the end ofYl. Five Year Development Plan period (DHMi).

Civil Aviation Institutions, from the beginning till today have provided its personnel

mainly from Turkish Armed Forces. This tradition will go on until the educated

personnel who was graduated from the new civil aviation education units will take their

place. DHMi opens courses for the education of its personnel. In 1986 the new

education center of Turkish Airlines opened in Ye~ilkoy. Here, commercial, technical,

administrative and language courses are organized. Turkish Air Institution, is the oldest

education unit and mainly related with aviation sports and also pilot education and

agriculturalmedication.

Aircraft Engineering Department ofiTU (istanbul Technical University) and Aviation

Engineering Department of METU (Middle East Technical University) provides high

leveleducated technical personnel and manager to the sector. Civil Aviation High School

of AU (Anatolia University) which was established in 1986, provides technical personnel

and pilots by 40% teoric and 60% applied education according to ICAO standards with

the supports ofICAO and UNDP (United Nations Development Programme). Hava~ and

Usa~ organized courses for the education of their own personnel. Tusa~ (Turkish

Aviationand Space Industry Share Company), established a technical school in its own

structure for education of personnel for F-16 project (Civil Aviation General Directory).

2.5.3. National Airports

Public airports managed by DHMi and organized in 29 airports. With the protocol

madewith Turkish Armed Forces, total 24 military airport opened to civil use and 10 of

them are managed by DHMi. In 1997, total 34 396 334 passenger traffic with 42,5%

share of Atatiirk Airport was generated in these airports (table 2.2). The number of

airlineoperators servicing Atatiirk Airport was 202 and Adnan Menderes Airport was 85

for the same year. At Adnan Menderes Airport among 2 236 935 international line

passengers, 1 140018 of them are departures and 453 119 of them prefer foreign airlines

and365589 of them prefered unscheduled flights. In cargo traffic, in 1994 total 491 750

tonne load traffic generated and increase was 6.4% to the previous year and 340 310

tonne was in international lines and 201 121 tonne of it was deplaning load. Total load

trafficof 1994 nearly generated only in Atatiirk Airport in 1997 with 489 499 tonne and
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Table 2.2 Passenger traffic of airports managed by DHMi, 1997

YEARS199419951996 1997

AIRPORTS

REALIZEDREALIZEDREALIZEDREV. PROGRe'ALIZEDREAL %
-ATATURK

10.088.62211.925.11813.394.66614.726.38614.607.89799,2
ESENBOGA

3.176.2853.596.1113.653.8603.842.6743.889.320101,2

A.MENDERES

2.333.5812.989.6473.268.5613.436.1593.422.92599,6

ANTALYA

3.056.4994.727.6695.592.9056.690.9896.687.63399,9

DALAMAN

1.543.9832.081.7052.347.1572.605.3442.587.74299,3

ADANA

702.278776.415813.131891.641900.892101,0

TRABZON

412.615446.242465.422473.693482.382101,8

MILAS-BODRUM

000375.034338.86690,4

S.DEMiREL

0004512.258500,7

BURSA

22.21626.83923.89124.72823.11793,S

I;ARDAK

8.58914.98025.07635.39837.460105,8

OiYARBAKIR

264.031296.833282.794305.417310.534101,7

ELAZIG

38.39623.20955.74462.74663.222100,8

ERZiNCAN

16.76716.52117.25018.30118.951103,6

ERZliRUM

113.521131.029139.346171.330170.11199,3

GAZIANTEP

87.846127.170139.393164.832181.951110,4

KA~S

66.27784.04985.995107.493103.74796,5

MALATYA

61.03687.76961.87269.62274.216la6,6

MU~

36.13046.04854.42356.89856.57299,4

SAMSUN

46.36660.10155.18262.46164.128102,7

SINOP

03364471.04295091,2

SIVAS

3.9776.3074.9877.7318.710112,7

~ANLIURFA

23.75831.29337.87749.43649.34899,8

VAN

231.513269.884259.357295.073294.43399,8

TO KAT

01851.026924950102,8

I;ANAKKALE

01.919 252362362100,0

KMARA~

00486.3617.673120,6

AGRI

0007.1217.824109,9

KORFEZ

0003.4532.16062,6

TOTAL

22.334.28627.767.37930.780.66234.493.10034.396.33499,7

source: DHMi (6)



the total was 791 746 tonne with the 21.3% increase to the previous year. The 579 747

tonne was in international lines and 338 391 tonne of it was deplaning load. Total

number of different type of vehicles serving at airports reached to 735, and parking

facilitiesfor 7123 vehicles are provided according to statistics made in 1997 (DHMI).

Increasing the number of airports is important in order to provide air transportation

countrywide, parallel to the improvements in civil aviation activities. Although different

climatic conditions and hilly structure of land increase the importance of air

transportation in domestic lines, in many cities today we couldn't see this facility yet.

Regionaltransportation is also important in countries which have spread out commerce

and tourism centers such as Turkey. Policies have been developed in order to increase

the number of regional airports and "An Airport to Every City" effort have been

continuing with the contribution of local authorities and Ministry. Sel~uk, Aydm,

<;anakkale,Tokat, etc., are some airports constructed with these policies. These were

constructedby local authorities and contributed by DLHi General Directory in technical

andfinancialmatters.

2.5.4.Air Navigation

Air traffic control (ATC), air information units, air channels, navigational aids and

facilitiesand communication systems are all elements of air navigational system.

In airspace of Turkey, appropriate to the international standards for flight security,

present air traffic control and search and escape facilities and flight following activities

are as follows: 3 air control center (ACC) in Ankara, istanbul, izmir; 18 approach

control point (APP); 29 tower control center; 2 FIC (flight information center) at

Atatiirkand Esenboga; 7 AlC (airport information center); 13 search and escape units.

Turkish airspace is equipped with navigational aid instruments and facilities proper

to international standards for the provision of flight security. There were 47 air channels

and the length of network is 18 923 km in 1994, with 19 entrances used for aircraft

entrances to Turkish Airspace (4). Today there are 81 air channels with 30 632 km

network length. There are 14 ILS, 45 VOR, 41 DME and 60 NDB (totally 160) air

navigationcontrol instruments in countrywide, which serves 24 hours and also 5 primary

radarand 12 secondary radar integrated to specific centers.
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Fast and perfect aeronautical communication is very important in providing flight

security.Fixed communication system (AFTN) set up in Atatiirk and Esenboga Airports

and international messages are taken and transported to 20 communication centers from

there. In addition, there are a number of receivers, transmitters (HF,UHF, VHF) and also

9 peripheral stations at mountains and airports for providing air to ground, ground to

groundwireless communication (Civil Aviation General Directory).

2.5.5. Problems

The main problem is of course lack of planning. Although some studies were made

for this aim such as 1983-1993 Transportation Master Plan (U1a~tmna Ana Plaru) with

the contribution of all related bodies, it had been valid only for very short period of time

and evaluation at project scale have become a common practice. Naturally this type of

practice open political pressures and ca\.1.sediversions from the main objectives. The

projects prepared with the lack of goals and objectives, and economic, financial, and

technicalanalysis as a system cause decreases in capacities and unproductiveness in the

sector.

Another problem is lack of coordination which was caused by the lack of evaluation

of system as a whole. As made for DLHi in recent years, all the related bodies of

transportation in subsectors such as roadways, railways, sealines, airlines and pipelines

should be directly responsible to the Ministry of Transportation in order to establish

coordinationin an efficient way. In order to improve civil aviation activities in a secure

and orderly manner Civil Aviation General Directory should have higher sanction and

adequatepersonnel, equipment and management structure.

Air taxi operations are important in civil aviation in countries such as Turkey which

has spread out commerce and tourism centers. In 1986 for increasing the regional

airportswith the contribution of local authority and Ministry, 'an airport to every city'

policywas developed. The airports constructed by means of these studies have not

createdan air traffic at the desired level, not because of the inefficiency of facilities but

becauseof the disorder in airline operations. Today private sector wants to make flights

to these airports with average 50 seat capacity aircraft. In Turkey domestic flights are

madeby Turkish Airlines with large body aircraft between conventional airports so the

passengerprofile for this service is bordered with people who is capable of paying these
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high prices and this situation effects development negatively. For the efficient use of

these regional airports and for constructing new ones it is necessary to release scheduled

flights between airports in the concept of "air taxi transportation" and to solve the

operational difficulties of these airports.

Airports and aircraft are expensive investments so finance is an important problem.

Education of required qualified personnel is another important factor for development of

civilaviation. In order to reach the objectives the projects in the investment programme

should be realized in the programmed period of time. It is programmed to realize

conventional airports with the contribution of private sector and foreign capital

investments, and regional airports by general budget possibilities and STOL ports by

contribution of local authorities. Although inefficient, investments funds couldn't release

on time so this cause delays in the construction programme.

2.6. Future of Civil Aviation in Turkey

We can summarize goals and objectives for 1993-2002 period as to widespread atr

transportation by means of constructing STOL ports in many settlements; to increase the

capacityof present airports; to construct new passenger terminal complexes; to construct

newairports in Bodrum Peninsula, in the content of GAP and in Isparta and Samsun

(Car~amba);to open military airports to civil use by means of adding special apron,

taxiwayand terminal buildings to the present infrastructure.

Air traffic increase in Turkey not shows an orderly pattern but we can say that

growth will be between 7 % and 10 %. According to this growth rate in passenger

capacityof 10.6 million in 1991 will reach to 27 million in 2002. The rate of Turkish

companiesin the traffic of Turkey is 39 % in 1994 with 89 aircraft and 13 100 seat

capacity,and this will reach to 50 % until 2002 with 200 aircraft and 30 000 seats.

2.6.1. Tourism and Air Transportation

As mentioned in the tourism report of 7th Five Year Development Plan it is a must to

increasethe capacity of present airports and to construct new ones till the year 2000.

Some goals determined in this report are as follows. In order to decrease seasonal

changes;according to the properties of regions, primarily to support air transportation
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financiallyout of season; to support charter companies with credits for improvement of

theirfinancial power; to support marine and air transportation of East Blacksea Region;

to providecoordination among intercontinental air transport firms; to provide integration

among sectors which have primary importance for sustainable development such as;

industry,agriculture, energy, transportation and tourism; to increase the share of Turkey

ininternationaltourism income.

70% of tourism activity in the world take place in Mediterranean Region where the

shareof Turkey increase 5% annually between 1982-1992. In the world each one person

among15 of working population is in tourism sector. 55% of the world's net product is

relatedwith tourism activity and 112 million person work in this sector. Tourism income

levelis 3,2% in gross national income of Turkey. Turkey's share in the world tourism

incomeis 1,3% and in Mediterranean tourism 7,8%. In 1982 1,3 million tourist had

visitedTurkey and this had reached to 7 million in 1992. In 1982, 370 billion dollar

incomereached in 1992, to 3,6 billion dollar. Turkey should increase its share in the

worldand Mediterranean tourism. In 1990, 5 370 000 foreign tourist visited Turkey and

in 1989, nightstay of one tourist is; 2,21 in Turkey, 6,48 in Spain, 5,25 in Greece and

4,57 in Italy. In the case of Turkey where tourists come for short periods of time, it is

not logicalto organize 10 day long tours by bus. Here composite tours with heavily use

of air transportation means, are preferable. Decreasing travel time will increase the time

tourist involve in other activities. Constructing STOL ports at points of attraction for

touristswill serve this aim and wider use of faster and safer means of transport will

attractmore tourists to Turkey.

Another important factor is that, there is a necessity to provide speedy access from

airportto centers. We can see this in Antalya example where tourists generally came

from their countries in two or three hours and could reach Alanya in two hours.

Alternativetourism potentials other than sea, coast and plateau should be searched in

orderto avoid excessive changes in number of tourists especially at seasonal level.

Speed, security and comfort are the main factors for the preference of atr

transportation.In Turkey, the Turkish Airlines with its fleet of 66 aircraft is inefficient in

respondingthe demand and couldn't established its "charter fleet" in international lines

whichwillprovide cheap and secure mass transportation possibility. When Turkey would

provide efficient air transportation network, it is obvious that there would be an

importantincrease in the number of tourists visit that country,
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CHAPTER 3

AIRPORT PLANNING

In Aviation and airport planning although many different type of studies made

related to facility planning, financial planning, traffic and markets, economics and

environmentat different levels such as community, county, region and country planning;

we can classify them under three main headings such as system planning, master planning

andproject planning.

3.1. System Planning

Airport system plan is part of the transportation system plans at regional and

national level. The nature of transportation also necessitates co-ordination among

countries, especially in air transportation, this has a higher importance. Parallel to the

globalizationand with the effect of environmental, economic, and technological factors

thisbecomes a must.

3.1.1.Transportation System Planning

Travel demand modelling is a new practice and the frontiers have backgrounds in

engineering,economics, etc .. Transportation demand and performance and the processes

of evaluation and choice is another subject which should be considered in wider

perspective.

Transportation systems analysis has emerged as a recognized profession in the last

twenty years. Specialists in many different disciplines and professions are working

togetheron this issue, as its multidisciplinary character necessitates. Air transport is one

part of this multimodal system, together with land and marine. This system has

multisectoral character with encompassing the problems and viewpoints of government,

private industry, and the public. ''The objectives considered relevant often include
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nationaland regional economic development, urban development, environmental quality,

andsocial equity, as well as service to users and financial and economic feasibility"(7).

3.1.1.1. Factors Affecting Transportation Decisions

There is a strong interaction between transportation and the rest of society so rapid

change in the world is significant for transportation systems analysis. There are three

dimensionsof change relevant to transportation. One of them is change in demand for

transportation. While the population, income and landuse patterns of metropolitan areas

change the demand pattern changes with the amount and distribution. The second

dimensionof change is in technology and it is effective in all modes of transportation,

especiallyin air transportation; with 'jumbo" jet aircraft, vertical or short takeoff and

landing (V/STOL) aircraft, and air cushion vehicles for water and land transport. The

thirddimension of change is in the values and it affects the decision making process.

Another factor to be concerned is the social and environmental effects of

transportation such as aIr pollution, noise pollution, community disruption, and

ecologicaleffects, which have increasing weight in transportation decision making. In a

region, changes in the transportation system directly affect the social and economic

activity.In the short-term individuals change their decisions about modes and routes of

travelor for firms the modes and routes to ship to market may change but in the long

termchanges in distribution and intensity of these activities occur.

Activitysystems and demand function is important in transportation systems analysis.

Demandis directly related with the behavior of consumers. Consumers with different

socioeconomiccharacteristics may display different behaviours, at the same service levels

or consumers with similar socioeconomic characteristics may behave differently at

differentservice levels. As there are widely varying socioeconomic characteristics and

transportation service levels; there should be different choice behaviours. For analysis it

isnecessaryto predict the behaviours of group of consumers. There are some procedures

andmodelingsystems for this purpose (8).
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3.1.1.2.Characteristics of Transportation System

Transportation is a complex system which have many components such as vehicles,

guideways, stations, control and communication systems, maintenance systems, and

management and other organizations. Available technologies, fixed facilities, network

structure,vehicles, organizational and operating strategies, schedules and pricing policies

areall the factors effecting system performance.

We can define capacity, for any system, as the maximum number of items processed

perunit of time. We can say congestion occurs when the average processing time per

unitincreases because of demand for service. Physical capacity determines the maximum

numberof units that can be processed per unit of time. In order to tolerate delays

practicalcapacity is usually chosen at a lower level than physical capacity.

Congestion becomes significant with the creation of greater marginal time (or cost)

thanthe average time (or cost). Traveler behavior is an important factor and for example

forinternational air travel a three hour transfer time at an airport with minimum facilities

andat a major international terminal with tax-free shops and other facilities; extremely

differs.The trip purposes and demographic characteristics of travelers are significant

considerations for planning and directly affects system capacity. In the case of air

travelers,these characteristics such as age, sex, income level, visitor or employee, etc.,

affect the traveler's choice of ground travel mode, parking requirements and other

factorsrelating to ground transportation.

Temporal variations of travel is also important. In the case of air travel, change is

seasonal,monthly, daily and even hourly. Peak hour changes influenced by the location

ofairportin the metropolitan area and with respect to other airports, air travel time, etc.

It isnecessaryto translate air travel peaks to ground transport peaks with the zero effect

ofthroughair passengers (those continue on the same plane) and transfer air passengers

(thosecontinue their trip on another plane) in mind.

User and operators view to the system is different, while users see the system from a

disaggregateperspective, operators are interested primarily in the aggregate performance

of a total system, as reflected in economic and other measures. Intensive community

interactionis as important as technical analysis for transportation decisions.



The transportation sector forms an important part of national and regional economies

withcreating wide labour potentials, with its visible impacts, and with its large budget.

Allthese factors necessitates politically and economically powerful, public transportation

agenciesand private transportation firms.

3.1.2. Airport System Planning

Within the framework of transportation system planning; airport system planning is

a representation of the aviation facilities required to meet present and future needs of the

metropolitan area, region or country. The National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems

(NPIAS)is an example of this kind, which is representing the airport needs of the United

States.

The objectives of system plan include;

• the orderly and timely development of a system of airports adequate to meet present

and future aviation needs and to promote the desired pattern of regional growth

relativeto industrial, employment, social, environmental, and recreational goals,

• the development of aviation to meet its role in a balanced and multimodal

transportation system and to foster the overall goals of the area as reflected in the

transportation system plan and comprehensive development plan,

• the protection and enhancement of the environment through the location and

expansionof aviation facilities in a manner which avoids ecological and environmental

impairment,

• the provision of the framework within which specific airport programs may be

developedconsistent with the ~hort-and long-range airport system requirements,

• the implementation of land-use and airspace plans which optimize these resources in

an often constrained environment,

• the development of long-range :fiscal plans and the establishment of priorities for

airportfinancing within the government budgeting process,

• the establishment of the mechanism for the implementation of the system plan through

the normal political framework, including the necessary coordination between

governmental agencies, involvement of both public and private aviation and
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nonaviation interests and compatibility with the content, standards, and criteria of

existing legislation (2).

A flowchart identifYing a typical airport system planning process is shown in fig.3. 1.

We can say that, system plan presents the recommendations for; location and

characteristics of new airports and heliports, and the nature of expansion for existing

ones, identifies the aviation role of present and proposed airports, determines time and

cost of development, relates the planning with the policy and objectives of relevant

jurisdiction, establishes a balanced and integrated system of airports by determining the

qualitiesof new ones, and provides a basis for detailed airport master planning.

Continuous Process

I Population

I Air Carrier

o Milestone

Fig:3.1 Airport system planning process

(source:Horonjeff and Mckelvey) (2)

3.2. Airport Master Planning

We can't consider airport planning in isolation from the whole transportation system

socomprehensive airport system and master plan studies are necessary for successful

developments.Here, in this study, the aim is to outline the important factors which are

effectivein preparing an airport master plan, such as prep lanning, forecasting, and site
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evaluation and selection, and also financial considerations. Whether preparing master

plans for expansions of existing airports or for constructing new ones consultation and

cooperative planning is a necessity.

An efficient plan should provide the required capacity for aircraft, passenger, cargo

and vehicle movements with maximum passenger, operator and staff convenience and

with lowest capital and operating costs. Flexibility and expandability are also important

factors which should be kept in mind.

The elements of a large airport may form two major components; the arrside and the

landsideas seen from fig 3.2 and the connection points of two are the aircraft gates at

the terminal building.

Planning of airports is a complex matter. It is necessary to integrate so many

different facilities and services for the movement of aircraft, passengers cargo and

ground vehicles associated with them. It is a complex process and every activity should

be analysed with the effect of other activjties in order to achieve acceptable solutions.

Eachactivity have different and even conflicting requirements and as the rate of aircraft,

vehicleand passenger movements increases it becomes more necessary for airport plans

to be the optimum compromise, so that the planning of all the individual facilities

contributes and combines into the most efficient total plan and provides the greatest

degreeof flexibility and expandability for future development.

Airport master plans are guides for; the development of physical facilities of an

airport, the development of surrounding land-uses, determining environmental effects of

airports, establishing access requirements of the airport. A master plan is used to;

provide short and long range policy/decision guidance, identify potential problem and

opportunities, secure financial sources, generate local interest and support. The master

plan is only a guide and it involves policy- coordinative planning, economic planning,

physicalplanning, environmental planning and financial planning.

A master plan starts with preparing a master planning work program, then collection

of documents and inventory stage comes. Forecast for future air traffic demand,

evaluationof constraints, followed by determination of airport type. Political and other

considerations should be evaluated. Conceptual and master plan alternatives occur after

all these studies. Comparison of alternatives and selection of most appropriate one

followedby modifying if necessary and preparing in final form. A master plan should be

reviewedannually and every five year or less it should be evaluated and modified
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Fig. 3.2 Components of the airport system for a large airport

source: Horonjeff and McKelvey (2)
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according to the econonuc, operational, environmental and financial changes.

Preplanning,forecasting, financial considerations, site evaluation and selection are stages

of master planning.

3.2.1. Preplanning Studies

Airport master plan, interests a diversity of people and organizations such as private

citizens, local and national organizations, aerodrome users, planning agencies,

conservationgroups, ground transportation officials, and also concessionaire interests,

and airline and other aviation interests. It is necessary for planning team to be in

coordination with these interest groups at the beginning and at the critical stages of

masterplan.

Reliable data are varied and can be achieved from national banks, international

financial institutions, national and local government agencies, International Air

TransportationAssociation, airlines, regional offices, aviation trade association, local and

nationalplanning agencies, and from ICAO documents. If master planning is made for

an existing airport, data achieved from airport management. Airport master planning

requiresreliable forecasting techniques and meaningful statistical data collection which

should not only cover the physical facilities of the airport but should also provide

informationon traffic, cost, airline operations and government transportation policies and

regulations.

Economic Feasibility studies should be made at the early stages of master plan.

Computingand estimating of costlbenefit ratio and rate of return should be necessary at

this stage. Estimation of costs which are spread out over a period of years should be

made,which are for land acquisition if necessary, construction equipment, maintenance,

administrationand operating costs and financing fees.

Determination of sources and extent of the financial means available for initial

provisionand for continuing operation and maintenance of airport facilities and services

isnecessary.Government grants or loans and sometimes commercially negotiated loans,

and international financial institutions, are the sources of capital costs. At the later

stages; charges for the use of landing and associated facilities, the granting of

concessions,and the rental of passenger building space and other airport accommodation

andservicesare the chief revenue earning means of airports.



There is a need for a skilled planning team for economic and operational forecasts,

operational research surveys, statistical and sociological data analysis, cost-benefit

analysisof alternative solutions, aircraft operations in the air and on the ground, building

construction and traffic and road planning. All these studies necessitates statistician,

economist,financier, operational research scientist, architect, civil, mechanical, electrical

and traffic engineers, pilot, air traffic controller and airport manager. An expert in

managementtechniques who has a wide aviation background should be the planning

coordinatorof this team. Consultation with other interested agencies, with national and

local government transport and planning authorities and aircraft operators are also

importantin airport planning.

Establishment of a planning organization to perform in policy formulation, advice and

coordination,and technical planning is necessary in order to avoid public controversy,

unrealisticrecommendations and unimplementation.

Theplan should provide a framework for future development and expansions. We can

summarizethis planning procedure such as forecasting, analyzing the requirements,

developingsystem concepts, and airport master plan.

In master planning process, the first step is the establishment of ground rules which

maybe termed policy objectives. Determination of the time frame and geographical limits

is necessary at the beginning in order to guide, data collection, forecasting or site

selection.Policy development may take place at every stage of master planning process,

duringpreparation, discussion etc., and there is a need for review of long-range policies.

Feed-backis a necessity as in all other planning studies. Master plans are made for

twentyyear period of time since it may take as long as ten years for a major airport to be

established,after its need has been identified.

3.2.2. Forecasting

For physicalplanning and for financial assessment purposes, certain forecasts should

beneeded.Here the lack of precision in the forecasts and converting them into planning

criteriais important. Forecasts are needed related with aircraft, passenger, cargo and

mailtraffic categorized by international and domestic by scheduled and nonswcheduled

and by arrivals, departures, transit and transfer. It is also necessary to make forecasts
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related with airlines, peak hour traffic, visitors, workers and also access system

requirements.

It is difficult to forecast general aviation activities so these activities and

nonscheduled activities (charter activities ) both distributed away from the peak. The

levelof detail of the forecast differs as it is required for site selection or expansion for an

airport.Long-term forecasts are guides for master-planning stage. Short-term forecasts

(3-5years) are necessary for actual development work, medium-term forecasts (between

5-20years) are also necessary for the subsequent phases of development. The accuracy

of forecasts depend on large number of factors so its very difficult to estimate precisely

the timing and size of future requirement. Forecasting method, base data, socio

economic factors are some factors effecting the accuracy. Estimation of planning

parametersfrom the forecasts carry risk and should be considered in the risk analysis.

It is important to convert the passenger traffic forecast into annual, seasonal and

peak aircraft movements, as well as into seasonal and peak passenger flows. At large

airports,by systematic approach annual data can be translate to hourly peaks, but its hard

for small airports where all the situation can be changed by a single movement of an

aircraft.

Forecasts based on an understanding of the process, generating the observed traffic

variablesare more confident so we can classify them under four main headings such as

economic,social, technological and political. General indicators of these areas should be

usedfor determining air traffic activity. Projecting past trends of traffic volumes to the

future is the simplest way of forecasting. In a complex technique air traffic demand

shouldbe evaluated in relation to the effecting factors above. A relationship between

thesevariablesand traffic demand is called as a demand model.

3.2.3. Financing

Airports are owned and operated by either private interests or public agencies. In

UnitedStates more than two-thirds of the 17 451 airports were privately owned in 1990.

Privatization;by means of transferring some level of airport management, operation, or

ownershipfrom the public sector to the private one in order to introduce market

competitioninto the operation of airports and to share the large investments government

haveto made for constructing and operating airport systems; is a significant issue in
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aviation.It is not common in U.S. as in the other countries because there is a specifically

designed system improvements such as the Airport and Airway Trust Fund which

providesfinancial support to aviation.

In preplanning stage, the estimates of costs should be made and possible sources of

fundsshould be considered. In the later stages of master planning process, these data

become more detailed and guide to the preparation of project's financing plan. In

financingplan both capital costs and operational costs should be thought separately.

While concerning capital costs, financing plan should provide information as;

estimatesof component costs such as labour, materials, equipment etc., the amounts of

fundsrequired at various stages, the currencies in which payments are to be made and

thesources of funds and their interest rate, repayment period, etc.

Foreign funds are necessary for most of the projects so financing for the project can

be expected to accommodate foreign exchange problems. In the planning process,

potentialsources of funds to finance the project should be surveyed and selected as early

as possible in order to guarantee financing and to avoid delays caused by lengthy

procedures.

Costs to be met in domestic currency may be financed by various means such as

loans,grants or government sources, commercial loans negotiated through banks or

otherfinancialinstitutions, etc.

Foreignfinancing may also be available from foreign gov~rnments and the reason of

this assistance may be the development of transport facilities and the consequential

benefitsto the national economy or the desire to promote trade and cultural relations

betweentwo countries and also the wish to facilitate the export of technology and

equipmentrequired for the project, may be the reasons of this assistance.

Additionally,and over-all probably of most importance among the possible sources of

foreignfinancing available to developing States, are the international institutions that

havebeen established to assist in the financing and execution of projects seeking to

promotenational economic development. Prominent among these are the International

Bank for Reconstruction and Development and its affiliates- the International

Development Association and the International Finance Corporation; the various

regionaldevelopment banks; and the Commission of the European Communities for the

EuropeanDevelopment Fund.



Operational costs come into action once the airport project or any part of becomes

operational and they involve operating, maintenance and administrative costs, interests

andtaxes.

Distinct from any grants and subsidies; the sources of earned income of an airport are

variousand may be classified by two broad kinds of activity such as air traffic operations

andnon-aeronautical operations. Changes of facilities and services provided to meet the

basicoperational needs of aircraft operators are the main source of earned income. The

mostimportant of them are landing charges, passenger and cargo charges, parking and

hangarcharges.

The other source of earned income is from ancillary or non-aeronautical activities

suchas; concession fees from aviation fuel and oil companies and other commercial

concernsdoing business at the airport, revenue from the rental of airport land and

equipment, income derived directly from the airport's own operation of shops and

services. The kinds of concessions and commercial concerns operated at airports

throughoutthe world shows a great variety from duty-free shops to restaurants, parking

facilitiesto less usual ones such as swimming pools and tennis courts. Some of them are

moreappropriate and provide optimum financial benefit so each airport has to determine

the best ones under its own circumstances. We should know that user charges and

revenuesfrom non-aeronautical activities are sources for defraying operational costs and

alsofor earning foreign exchange.

Financialcontrol of an airport project means to arrange the flow of income according

todesign.At first the comparison of revenues and expenses should be made than if there

isa significantdifference, it is necessry to determine the reason of this difference.

The basic purpose of financial control is to ensure that all the resources are being

effectivelyutilized. This control is important for the ones involving in the management of

theprojectand also for obtaining outside finance in the most favorable manner. Effective

financialcontrol can be obtained by establishment of a budgeting process as a

complementto the accounting system. A budget is a projection of expected revenues and

expensesover a predetermined period of time, so it is helpful for financial control and for

establishinga series of financial objectives for budget period. Budgeting is a continuing

operationof planning process and continued not only in the construction stage but also in

theoperationalfuture (7).
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3.2.4. Airport Site Evaluation and Selection

While constructing a new airport in order to prevent waste of financial and material

resources there should be sufficient ground area for progressive development with

growth in air traffic demand. There is also need for safety of aircraft operations and

avoidance of hazards or discomfort to the surrounding community in this growth

process.Financial and social costs in the long term development should be kept in mind

inthe site selection process.

The assessment of the suitability of an existing site or selection of a new site is the

definitionof the purpose for which the airport is required. This necessitates future

demandforecasts and type and quantity of traffic, and all these derived from economic

and operational forecasts. The type of airport and operational system definition is

necessaryfor the forecast of passenger and cargo traffic. These information guide to the

siteselection process with the determination of the shape and size of the area required.

Thenthe location of sites with potential for development, examined and evaluated.

Site evaluation and selection process for an existing or entirely new airport include

stagessuch as determination of the broad land area requirement, selection of possible

sites,office study on possible sites, site inspection, review of potential sites, preparation

ofoutlineplans and estimates of costs and revenues, final evaluation and selection, and

reporting.

3.2.4.1. Determination of Broad Land Area Requirement

Determination of the land area requirements, achieved by considering the space need

for runway development which forms the major proportion of land required for an

airport.The length, orientation, and number of runways determine this requirement.

Theparameters effecting runway length and calculation of length for specific aircraft

forairport planning purposes are all explained detailly in the ICAO Aerodrome Design

Manual.Adequate space for future development should be provided. While determining

numberand orientation of runways which is mainly affected by wind distribution, not to

decreasethe usability of airports under 95% is important. For this reason wind strengths

accordingto aircraft reference field length should be determined. Affective wind
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distribution covering at least 5 years and the observations 8 times a day with equal time

intervalsare necessary.

Annex 14- Aerodromes is a good source for detailed information about runway

orientation. Directing aircraft to unpopulated areas and avoiding obstructions are the

mainfactors effecting orientation. If the wind is consistently from one direction they

shouldbe oriented in the prevailing wind direction. While maneuvering on the runway for

takeoffand landing, aircraft can subject to winds at right angles to the direction of travel,

whichdefined as cross-wind. The maximum allowable cross-winds determined by aircraft

size,its wing configuration and the condition of pavement surface. Although transport

categoryaircraft can maneuver in cross-winds as high as 30 knots, lower values used for

planningpurposes. The orientation of runways should let landing of aircraft at least 95

percentof the time with cross wind components of 20 knots for category A and B

runways,13 knots for category C runways, and 10 knots for category D and E runways.

Code letter Runway Length

A

2 100m and over

B

I 500m-2 100m

C

900 m-l 500 m

D

750 m-900 m

E

600 m-750 m

Weather records can be obtained from government weather bureau~, but generally

winddata for an entirely new location haven't been recorded. The records shouldn't be

usedif the terrain is hilly. The wind pattern change by the topography and it is dangerous

to utilize the records of stations some distance from the site for determining the

directionsof runways. First the wind data (direction and percentages) achieved listed on

a table, then from these data a wind rose plotted. By the help of the wind rose the

orientationwhich will permit operations 95% of the time with the allowable cross-wind

componentscan be determined. The next step is examining wind data during restricted

visibilityconditions. Wind coverage should be analyzed in that specific direction during

periodsof restricted visibility.

There is a necessity to meet the forecasted aircraft traffic demand, so a sufficient

numberof runways are required. The 95 percent usability specified in Annex 14 with--,-. ..
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regardto surface cross-wind velocity is a minimum and inability to operate in 5 percent

or eighteen days per year creates disadvantages at busy airports so one or more

secondary runways may need to be planned for these conditions. At airports where

maintenancework affect the regularity of air service, secondary runways may also be

provided. If the cross-wind runways would be used only under high headwind

components,their lengths can be shorter than the main runways.

3.2.4.2. Evaluation of Possible Sites

After the determination of land area requirements and layout capable of satisfying

theairport master plan; some information should be collected for evaluation either for an

existingairport site or potential site for new airport. The information should include

aviationactivity, development of surrounding area, atmospheric conditions, accessibility

to ground transport, availability of land for expansion,. topography, environment,

presenceof other airports, availability of utilities. After the approximate size and type of

theairport has been determined and all the above factors have been analyzed, at this

stageon charts and maps the possible airport sites and additional land requirements of an

existingairport plotted. Then these potential sites should be investigated, from

operational,social, cost and environmental point of view.

Operational considerations can be summarized as providing adequate airspace,

obstructionfree approaches and clear visibility conditions. Adequate airspace is so

importantfor the efficient operation of an airport and the ICAO document and Annex 14

givethe requirements related to this factor. In the location of new airports, the

overlappingof airspace with present airports' as a capacity minimizing factor should be

thoughtand avoided. The volume and type of traffic and the equipment of airport to

operateunder poor visibility conditions are determinants of the minimum distance

betweenairports. "The location of several airports in a metropolitan area can greatly

influencetheir respective capacities. If the locations are too near each other, operations

canbe restricted to the extent that two airports will have no more capacity during IMC

(instrumentmeteorological conditions) than a single airport"(2). Fig.3.3 shows the

interactionof airspace at Chicago O'Hare International and Midway Airport.
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Fig.3.3 Airspace interaction between Midway and O'Hare International airports

source:Horonjeff and McKelvey (2)
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Sites should have obstruction free approaches necessary for the ultimate

developmentof the airport. Airports involve large areas of land-IS kilometers on the

axesof runways from the airport boundary- so it is difficult to obtain sites with all

desired clearances and features such as high terrain, trees and man-made structures

whichconstitute obstacles need to be avoided. Sometimes marking and lighting can

assistin directing attention to the structures but in low visibility conditions it shouldn't

beefficient.In the early stages of plan to provide clear approaches with few restrictions

is important. The required clearances for the approaches to the runways and in the

maneuverarea directly above and adjacent to the airport are outlined in detail in Annex

14.Several imaginary surfaces are established with relation to the airport and to each

runwayin order to determine whether an object is an obstruction to air navigation

dependingon the category of each runway and on the type of approach planned for that

runway.

By creating hazards some local factors should be important in the location of

individualsites. Sometimes industrial areas which produce smoke should effect visibility

withthe effect of prevailing wind and sites adjacent to natural areas which pulls birds and

onmigratoryroutes of birds especially large birds such as swans become hazardous. In

thesamegeneral area weather conditions should vary between sites. Wind distribution is

importantfor visibility and for runway orientation. Particular localities may be subject to

fogs,turbulence or higher rainfall which are important factors for operations.

Socialconsiderations are also important at the site inspection stage. Noise problem

forpopulatedareas created by being adjacent to airports or under the flight paths in one

handandthe necessity to locate airports adjacent to the towns and commercial areas they

serveinthe other, creates an opposing fact which should be evaluated carefully.

Proximityto demand centers is important. The acceptability of the location of a site

relativeto the areas it serves; such as populated centres and commercial and industrial

areas,can be measured in terms of journey time and cost. Access time to the airport is

quiteimportant especially for short-haul operations where the door-to-door travel time

interestedpeople more than the travel time in the air. Ground access or transit time from

theoriginto the destination is so important while in many cases the ground time exceeds

theairtimeby a considerable margin. It is essential for an airport to provide easy access

eitherby private motor vehicles or by public transport systems, such as public bus, rail,

taxior some cases by vertical or short take-off (V/STOL) aircraft. In metropolitan areas
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popularity of automobile as a personal means of transportation in one hand and the lack

of concentration of origins and destinations in the other prevents large use of public

transit. The use of private automobile as a major form of access to the airport is proven

by the statistics and this trend will continue despite the greater availability of mass

transit. "Access to airports is required by both air passengers and other users of the

airport, such as employees, visitors, trucks hauling freight and express mail, and

businessesdealing with airport's tenants"(2). During the early stages of investigation for

construction of a new airport or for major extensions to existing ones, it is necessary to

informthe authorities responsible for roads and public transport systems.

Noise is a serious problem in the vicinity of airports. Especially land area beneath

andadjacent to the aircraft approach and departure paths expose to high level of noise,

and this will cause social reactions. Noise level at and around airports is a primary

environmentalcost associated with the facility. It is not always feasible to site an airport

farawayfrom population centers because of the increasing travel time and cost. Proper

siteselection and adjacent landuse planning can help to eliminate this problem. Serious

effort has been given to quiet engines and to modify flight procedures resulting

substantialreduction in noise.

Compatibility with the surrounding land uses is an important factor in site selection.

Ingeneral, sites with approach over water, but free of bird hazards are preferable than

thesites adjacent to residential areas. If there is a necessity for a change in landuse, it

causes social problems and also legal and economic difficulties. In these cases

compulsorypurchase should be necessary and delays may occur. Development of

compatibleland uses should be controlled in order to prevent future problems.

Cost is an important factor which should be considered. Topography, soil,

constructionmaterials, availability of services and land values are important in order to

minimizeconstruction costs and maximize profits. Topography is important because the

slope,natural elements or man-made structures can effect the requirements for clearing,

fillinggrading or drainage. Terrain which is close to desired levels and which is well

drainedis advantageous. Soil surveys and sampling are necessary for mapping soil types

androcky areas of potential sites from the cost point of view. Determination of the

locationsand distances of water sources is also important. It is preferable to be adjacent

toservicessuch as power and water supplies, sewage and gas mains, drainage lines and

telephone,etc. in order to prevent the necessity to provide them specifically for the ....
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airport and so reduce costs. Airports require adequate space for future development,

especiallyin metropolitan areas where population growth and rising life standards effect

demandpositively. Land values in these areas especially where change from rural to

urbanuse occur, increase significantly so early reservation of adequate sites often enable

airportsto be better located and at lower costs. Construction of new roads and providing

utilitiesfor airports increases the values of adjacent lands and their attractiveness for

development,parallel to the demand of housing for employees and servicing industries.

Whileproviding planning control over these areas for compatible land uses it is necessary

to provide adequate land for future development. Time factor should be evaluated with

thecurrent land values and movements in property prices and the possibility of housing,

industrial,agricultural or other developments which may increase values.

Environmental factors should be carefully considered and the impact of construction

andoperation of a new airport or the expansion of an existing one upon acceptable levels

of air and water quality, noise levels, ecological processes, and demographic

developmentof the area should be carefully investigated. Today, general tendency in the

worldis requiring an "environmental impact analysis report" for any kind of activity

whichmay have serious impacts on the environment. These reports should include;

descriptionof the activity, its possible impacts on the environment, the precautions to be

taken, inspection methods and emergency plans and the investments should be let

accordingto these reports. Sustainability will be one of the most important issues of 21st

century.Sustainable transportation and environmental effects of airports are widely

mentionedin chapter 5.

. 3.2.4.3.Review of Potential Sites and Final Evaluation

Withthe information in hand as a result of field investigation and office study the

numberof potential sites should be reduced by the planner. Then for the remaining sites

thereshould be made further studies such as: detailed surveys of site and obstacles,

preparationof outline plans, preparation of broad estimates of cost and revenues,

includingitems such as access roads, communications to population centers, etc., and in

thecaseof expansion of existing sites, the depreciated and current values of any existing

installations,together with the value of all other off airport associated assets including

easements,public utilities, noise zones, etc ..
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At the final evaluation stage cost plays an important role, on the choice of sites

whichhave equal characteristics, least cost is the basis of choice. In reality, generally

varyingdegrees of advantage and disadvantage should be weighed before reaching a

decision. By the analysis of benefits and costs over the useful life of the airport;

determinationof cost-benefit ratios which serve as a guide to the value of the project and

thechoice of the best site, could be possible. Two different type of cost-benefit analysis

arenecessary. One; operational which covers land availability, airspace availability, effect

of any restrictions on operational efficiency and potential capacity, the other; social,

whichinvolves proximity to demand centers, adequacy of ground access, potential noise

problems,and current landuse and need for control measures. At the final evaluation

stageoperational, social and cost efficiencies should be compared.

After all these studies a report should be prepared, which covers the result of site

surveysand evaluation, the advantages and disadvantages of different sites and the

reasonsof selection and recommendations for further study.

3.2.5. Preparation of Airport Plans

After the site selection process, airport plans can be developed for the functional

requirementswhich airport has to get. In order to develop these plans; concepts for the

variousoperational systems have to be considered and compared. Physical characteristics

andthe land requirements of runways and taxiways, the apron, and navigational and

trafficcontrol aids at the airside, the passenger building, cargo facilities, and ground

transportand vehicle circulation and parking on the landside are the principle factors to

be considered. Their operational systems, and planning and design criteria, etc., are

investigatedin following chapter in detail.

Airport layout plan, terminal area plan, airport access plan, noise compatibility plan

aresome examples which should be prepared at this stage. All these plans and maps

shouldcover information about; other settlements and transportation facilities in the

vicinity,ownership pattern, present or proposed utilities, expected noise levels around

airports,obstructions and runway clear zones, topography, all facilities within the airport

andtheirreserved areas for future development and phases of development, dimensional

datarelated with runways and taxiways, airport boundaries, north point, windrose and
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legend.Meteorological data, runway lighting, marking, runway gradient and electronic

andvisual aids are other necessary information.

Before undertaking a master plan study, there should be reasonable assurances that

the airport operator could finance the development. For each phase of development

implementationschedule prepared with the accompanying estimated costs, at the master

planning stage. An implementation schedule should cover technical and financial

considerations. The technical considerations should include time for; land acquisition,

project planning and detailed design, and complete construction. The financial

considerations should include availability and timing of capital financing. The airport

operatorshould associate at all phases of development.

3.3. Airport Project Planning

"An airport is like a total city devoted to dynamic movement. It comprises many

variedstructures that facilitate passenger and cargo movement, maintenance, and aircraft

control,and other structures that provide for auxiliary support functions. The very nature

of an airport's complexity makes it necessary to isolate its segments for design

purposes"(9).

All the movements and functions of the passengers, the cargo, and the airline

employeesto and from an airport are regulated by a printed schedule. Passenger's

actionsare based on the printed timetable of the airline he has chosen to fly. Cargo

movementsdepends on the normal working hours of the community. Flying schedule and

workinghours couldn't coincide, so it creates conflict and necessitates a special

correlationby the airline. The employees' working hours are predicated upon the

functionsof each discipline as it relates to the schedule. All the movements to and from

theairport tend to take place upon a preestablished, programmed basis. Changes in the

technologyof the aviation industry creates changes of this printed schedule. New aircraft

withgreater speeds and greater carrying capacity are the main reasons of this change.

Therefore,in the development and design of all functions flexibility and expandability

shouldbe main determinant. The on-time record of aircraft is also important for the

designprogramme. The actual arrival and departure times are subject to weather

conditions,mechanical difficulties and other special considerations that will arise from

timeto time. So while designing consideration must be directed toward the capability of
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handling the peak condition plus an overload factor caused by deviation from the

schedule. The designer should be aware of the fact that peak capacity may-be reached

onlyat two or four hours a day depending upon the airport, and for other hours of the

dayelements of the airport operate at very low efficiency. For an economically correct

solutionit is necessary to control carefully the amount of structure designed.

The size of the airport affects the surrounding community and with careful site

selection and site planning there should be created a potential for improvement of

environmentand economics of a community. Proper site plaruiing and building design

eliminatesor minimizes the problems of noise, air pollution and ecological balance.

Thereis a need for cooperation with the surrounding community for successful operation

ofthe airport which is directly affected especially by the economic impact of airport.

An airport project planning is necessary for constructing an airport. It is a detailed

planof the specific development. It may be for an additional runway or modification or

for renovation of terminal building facilities or modification of ground access facilities.

"Theoverall objective of the airport project plan is to provide the specific details of the

developmentidentified in the airport master plan that will satisfY immediate aviation

needsand will be consistent with the objectives and constraints identified in the airport

masterplan"(2).

A project plan; developes architectural and engineering designs for physical facilities

at an airport, assess the environmental effects of the development through construction

andoperational phases, determines detailed cost, and financially plans the development,

determinesthe schedule of construction and phases of other development items. In the

earlydays of airport planning, the project plan had seen only a technical matter, but

todaymany complex technic!!l, environmental, social, economic, financial and political

considerationsinfluence the airport plan. The resulting product, may not be the best in

technicalpoint of view but it usually represents a compromise among many diverse

requirements.In order to develop any kind of plans, projects, and designs of airports it is

necessaryto understand the system of airports .

.'
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CHAPTER 4

AIRPORT SYSTEM

The world's first airports were no more than cow pastures, often surrounded by trees

andfann buildings, from which flight was achieved off grass runways no more than a few

hundredmeters long. Today, large airports occupying several square meters of land with

theirpaved runways over 3000 m are very common.

We can broadly define airports as areas used or intended to be used for aircraft

landings and takeoffs and which may includes buildings and facilities. Many

classificationscan be made by type, by ownership, by usage, by activity or facilities

available.Sometimes they are classified by the type of aircraft they are designed to serve.

Thebasic utility (BU) and the general utility (GU) airports, the basic transport (BT) and

thegeneraltransport (GT) airports in US classification are of that kind. Perhaps airports

on artificiallands will be another class in future. Osaka Airport in Japan and Chek Lap

KokAirport in Hong Kong which have constructed 20 billion dollars and opened a few

monthsago, are two examples which locate on artificial islands in metropolitan areas and

withtheir vast size and traffic, they are samples of largest and bussiest conventional

airportsin the world.

Here in this chapter airport system should be investigated according to the

classificationby type such as conventional airports, heliports, stolports, vertiports and

seaplaneterminals.

4.1.Conventional Airports

Designand construction of an airport involves three major areas of examination; the

runways,taxiways, and aprons, the terminal, and the circulation roads and parking. In

general,we can divide airport development as landside and airside; while runways,

taxiwaysand aprons take place at the airside, circulation roads and parking areas take

placeat the landside and terminal building serves as a gateway from one side to another.

Thereis a strict distinction between the two sides in order to provide safety so airside is

aprohibitedzone for an ordinary person who only let for aircraft boarding and leaving in
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acontrolled manner. Other facilities which we can name as airport support elements, may

serveonly landside or airside such as meteorological services or the two sides such as

firefightingservices.

Runways and taxiways, because of their physical characteristics and land

requirementsand other factors affecting their layout choice are the first to be considered

at the airside. After determination of the dimensional criteria, pavement strength, and

airfieldcapacity and configuration, the other elements of the airside such as aprons and

navigationaland traffic control aids should be considered.

The forecasted aircraft movements, the nature of traffic, type of aircraft, and other

factorssuch as standards are effective in determining the dimensions of runways, access

taxiwaysand aprons. After the determination of the layouts for these systems, the

possibleschemes should be considered in conjunction with passenger and cargo buildings

andaircraftmaintenance areas so as to choose the best one.

Major elements of the landside development are passenger building, cargo facilities,

andground transport and vehicle parking. It includes all the areas to which the non

travelingpublic have free access and also the non-public portions of some facilities such

as,airlineoperations and cargo facilities and airport administration, etc.

4.1.1. Runways and Taxiways

A runway is a rectangular area which has used for takeoff and landing of aircraft.

Anairport may have one or several runways; sited, oriented and configured differently

withthe effect of weather conditions, especially wind direction, topography, etc., in

orderto provide safe and efficient use of the airport under different conditions.

Runways and taxiways requires large areas of land, so in consideration of airport

layoutthey are essential, but of course relation with other major operating elements; such

as terminalarea, vehicle parking, access systems, and services at the planning stage is a

necessityin order to achieve balance in system. Runways and taxiways are the least

flexibleelements in this system so they should be considered first.

For providing uniformity in landing facilities and a guide for airport planners,

dimensionalcriteria of runways have been established by ICAO in Annex 14. Widths and

gradientsof runways and other features of landing area must incorporate wide variations

in aircraft performance, pilot technique and weather conditions. It is desirable to
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minimizethe longitudinal grade changes, but it may not be possible because of economic

reasons.Reference codes based upon runway length have been developed for identifYing

standardsfor various sizes of airports.

There are some principal elements for identifYing runways; such as structural

pavement,shoulders, runway strip, blast pad, safety area, stopway and clearway. The

structuralpavement supports the load of aeroplane, adjacent shoulders resist erosion

causedby jet blast and accommodate maintenance equipment and patrol. Runway strip

coversa cleared, drained and graded area in addition to structural pavement and

shoulders.It should support fire, rescue, crash and snow removal equipment and in

extraordinarycases, veering of aircraft as well. Blast pad is a paved or turfed area

designedto prevent erosion of surfaces adjacent to the ends of runways which exposed

Jetblast.Safety area is for reducing accidents of aircraft undershooting or over-running

therunway,which extends beyond the runway. Stopway is an additional paved area at

theend of runway which should support occasional aircraft loading. Published runway

lengthsshouldn't cover stopway. A clearway is an unobstructed, unpaved area beyond

the end of runway and it is controlled by airport operator. There shouldn't be any

obstructionsin clearway.

The speed of aircraft on taxiways are less than on runways so dimensional criteria

arenotas stringent as for runways. Taxiway widths are described in Table 41. In order

to preventeroding of adjacent areas taxiway shoulders built. Exit taxiways or turnoffs

areforminimizingrunway occupancy time by landing aircraft and can be placed at right

anglesor for higher speeds, 30 (high-speed exit) to 45 (rapid exit) degrees. Right angle

or 90° exit taxiways are not desirable for minimizing runway occupancy especially for

busyairports. The location of exit taxiways depends on several factors, such as the mix

ofaircraft,approach and touchdown speeds, point of touchdown, the exit speed, rate of

decceleration,which in turn depends on the condition of the pavement surface, i.e., dry

orwet,and number of exits (2). Consultation with the airlines is important, because the

performancecharacteristics of the aircraft which will operate is the main determinant for

exitlocations.Typical runway occupancy times for high speed exits are 35 to 45s., for a

regularexit45 to 60s. for air carrier aircraft. The rapidity and the manner of in which air

trafficcontrolcan process arrivals, and the location of runway relative to terminal area is

alsoveryimportant in the location of exit taxiway.
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Taxiways should be evaluated in combination with runways and aprons as a system.

The greater the complexity of this system, it is possible to reduce operating costs

through a comparison of alternative taxiway systems. Several simulation models have

beendeveloped for this purpose related with aircraft traffic flow (10). For minimizing

construction costs taxiway system should be suitable to current needs but also suitable

for additional taxiway components for future needs. If an aerodrome is forecasted to

servea higher category of aircraft type in the future, the current taxiway system should

be designed to accommodate the greatest separation distances that ultimately will be

required.

When delays to departures average four minutes during the normal peak two-hour

period(adjacent hours) of the week occurred we can say that runways have reached

capacity.This departure delay level is two minutes for the peak hour of the week for

runwaysused by small aircraft. There are some techniques developed for capacity

measurement.With suitable taxiway facilities, a single runway airport can exceed

ISO 000 operations annually. However, the development of additional runway may be

consideredeven if the demand is less than 150 000, but the traffic is increasing. There are

someconfigurations of runways such as single runway, parallel runways, dual-lane

runways,intersecting runways and open-v-runways. The last two are not recommended,

unlessthe terrain and noise obstacles make them practical. There are also some other

configurationswhich are not common (fig. 4.1). Single runway is the simplest form and

thehourlycapacity of a single runway in VFR (visual flight rule) conditions is between

SO to 100operations per hour in IFR (instrument flight rule) conditions is between 50 to

70operationsper hour.

Capacitiesof parallel runways effected by the spacing and number of runways. It is

notproposed more than four runways because of the difficulties in air traffic control

systemsand large airspace requirements. Terminal building may be placed between

parallelrunways, in order to provide the segregation of runways in the extent for

building,apron and taxiway land requirements is important. Even if there are four

parallelrunways the pairs should be spaced far apart in order to provide this necessity.

Onepairof parallel runway capacity changes between 60 to 200 in VFR conditions and

changesbetween 50 to 60 in IFR when closely spaced, 60 to 75 intermediate and 100 to

200 whenspaced far apart.
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Fig. 4.1 Typical runway configurations a) single runway b) two parallel

runways-even threshold c) two parallel runways-staggered threshold d)four

parallel runways e) intersecting runways g) intersecting runways h) open- V

runways I) open- V runways.

(Source: Horonjeff and McKelvey) (2)



Two closely spaced parallel runways with appropriate exit taxiways named as dual

runways.Here locating runway farthest from terminal building for arrivals and closest to

tenninalbuilding for departures is desirable. Estimated capacity is 70 % more traffic in

VFR conditions and 60 % more traffic in IFR conditions than single runways. The two

runwaysshould be spaced at least 100 ft apart. They provide an increase in IFR capacity

withminimum land acquisition.

In many airports there are more than one runways in different directions which cross

eachother. These are named as "intersecting runways" and they are necessary· if there are

strongwinds from different directions, and simultaneous use may happen in light wind

conditions." The capacity of two intersecting runways depends a great deal on the

locationof the intersection (i.e., midway or near the ends); the manner in which runways

areoperated for takeoffs and landings, referred to as the runway-use-strategy; and the

aircraftrnix"(2). According to the intersection point capacity ranges from 70- I75 to 50

100 operations per hour under VFR conditions and from 60-70 to 40-60 operations per

hourunder IFR conditions. The position of the intersection is important and the farther it

isfromthe takeoff end of the runway and the landing threshold, the lower the capacity.

Whenthe winds are strong from more than one direction and when the runways in

differentdirections do not intersect each other they are called as open- V-runways and

theyare also used simultaneously in light wind conditions. Highest capacity can be

achievedwhen operations are away from the V which is called as diverging pattern. The

capacitychanges between 60 to 180 operations per hour in VFR conditions and 50 to 80

operationsper hour in IFR conditions. In converging pattern 50 to 100 operations per

hourin VFR conditions and 50 to 60 operations per hour in IFR conditions.

"From the standpoint of capacity and air traffic control, a single direction runway

configuration is most desirable. All other things being equal, this configuration will

yieldthe highest capacity compared with other configurations. For air traffic control,

the routing of aircraft in a single direction is less complex than routing in multiple

directions"(2).

Taxiway facilities provides efficient use of runways by allowing the maxImum

capacity.Taxiway capacities may increase by a set of factors such as, creation of parallel

taxiways,by taxiway turnarounds at both ends of runway and a stub taxiway to the
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apron,by exit taxiways at the ends and adequate number of exits between, by holding

baysand by-pass taxiways. Taxiways are used fOi the movement of aircraft on ground in

orderto provide linkage between different parts of the airfield. Dual parallel taxiways

providemovement of aircraft in opposite directions. An apron taxiway is located on the

peripheryof an apron, and a taxilane is part of the aircraft parking area which provides

accessbetween taxiways and the aircraft parking positions. Minimum seperations

betweentaxiways and taxilanes are important for providing safe maneuvenng of

aircraft(2).

It is desirable to provide the shortest taxiing distances from the terminal area to the

takeoffends of the runway and to shorten the taxiing distance for landing aircraft as

muchas possible (fig.4.2). If there are more than one runway in different directions it is

desirableto locate terminal area centrally. If there are four parallel runways, it is

necessaryto reserve two of them for landings and two for takeoffs which are adjacent to

terminalarea.
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4.1.2. Aprons

We can classify aprons according to their main purposes and functions. We don't

needevery type of apron for every airport, their need and their size should be estimated

based on the type and volume of forecast traffic at the airport. Aircraft stands, the

associated apron taxiways, apron service roads and parking for ground servIce

equipmentare all parts of apron system.

Minimizingadverse effects such as engine blast, noise, air pollution, etc., on the apron

andthe surrounding environment, is one of the objectives which should be considered in

sitingaprons in the master plan. While sizing an apron; aircraft mix and number of

aircraftstands required at present and in the future, aircraft dimensions (table 4.1) and

maneuveringcapabilities, aircraft parking configuration, its clearance requirements and

itsground servicing requirements (vehicles and fixed installations), taxiways and service

roadsare all parameters which should be considered. (fig. 4.3). Aircraft aprons should be

locatedin a position which is minimizing the distance between runways and aircraft

stands.They should provide ease of aircraft movement and facilities; for passengers to

boardand leave aircraft, for cargo loading and unloading, for aircraft servicing and

refueling.There is a need for parking and accommodation of aircraft servicing equipment

andstaff A circulatory road is necessary for airside servicing vehicles. Possible sabotage

or armed aggression should be considered while planning the location and design of

aprons.For this aim, direct access of public to aprons should be prevented.

There are some configurations for aircraft parking systems. Up to four gate

requirementsfrontal system is .logical. After this point, finger system is necessary and

averagewalking distance between ticket counter and aircraft should be 300 m. When the

numberof gates exceeds 12 in one finger, a second finger system should be

advantageous.Sometimes Y and T fingers are used but simple finger systems are more

efficient.As the number of gates increases to 30 or more, multiple finger systems become

moreefficient. Satellite and tunnel systems were developed to create more compact

parkingpatterns and decrease obstructions, but they have a negative effect with

increasingwalking distance, and also satellite systems decrease number of aircraft at the

samedistance.In open apron system, aircraft parked adjacent to the passenger building

inmorethan one row. Access should be provided by walking or by using motor vehicles.
"
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Table4 1 Selected aircraft dimensions

LengthWing spanNose wheelTurning radius

Aircratl type

(m)(m)angle(m)

A300B·B2

46.7044.8050°38.80a

8727-100
40.5932.9275°21 90e

8727-200
46.6832.9275°25.00e

8737·100
28.6528.3570°18.40a

8737-200
30.5828.3570°18.70a

8747

70.4059.6460°60.20a

8747-400
70.67 (64.90

8757
47.3237.9560°27.90a

8757

48.5147.6360°36.00a

8AC 111-400

28.5027.0065°21 .30a

Caravelle

36.7034.3045°29.00a

Concorde

62.1025.5050°30.10e

DCB-dO/50

45.9543.4170°29.20a

DCB·51/63

57.1243.41/45.270°32.70c

DC9-10/20

31.8227.25/28.575°17.80e

DC9-30

36.3628.4475°20.40e

DC9-40

38.2828.4475°21.40e

DC9-50

40.7228.4575°22.50e

DC9-BD

45.0232.8575°25.10°

DC10-10

55.5547.3565°35.60a

DC1D-30

55.3550.3965°37.30a

DC1D-40

55.5450.3965°36.00a

l1011

54.1547.3460°35.59a

Vickers Viscou nt 800

26.1028.6050°21.60a

I To wing lip

b To noset To II1I

source: ICAO(lO)
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Walkingis unsafe at this system. In this system, most of the airports are using a special

'mobilelounge' which have a carrying capacity of 90 passenger. Aircraft are parked at a

minimumdistance to the terminal and with "mobile lounge" the walking distance can be

minimized.This system is also provides protection from noise and fumes and loading at

thesame level. Open apron system used generally together with other systems which is

calledas hybrid concept. Aircraft stands located at remote areas from terminal are called

asremoteaprons or remote stands (fig. 4.4).

Parking system choice of aircraft is directly related with the method by which it will

leavethe aircraft stand; either under its own power (self maneuvering) or pushed out by

tractor.Nose in, angled nose in, angled nose out and parallel parking are configurations.

The different aircraft parking configurations are shown in fig.4.5. Nose in system

necessitatespushed out operation which is costly (towing tractors and skilled operators

arerequired), but preferred at high activity airports with minimum space requirements.

Parallelparking is the best from passenger flow point of view. In this system, all the

doorsof the aircraft are at equal distances from the buildings, but space requirement of

thissystem is higher than others and blast and noise are towards the adjacent gates.

Adequateclearance of aircraft parking areas from other operational locations on the

airportmust be considered in order to assure efficiency in the use of the airport. While

designingoperating areas expansion of the area should be considered. The minimum

clearancesbetween any part of an aircraft and other aircraft or structures in the apron

areaare recommended by FAA and leAD (2).

The aprons necessary at conventional airports and their design criteria will be

mentionedbelow, additionally if general aviation and helicopter operations are excessive

thereis a need for separate apron and terminal building facilities for each of them.

In the terminal aprons if the passengers are not protected and the aircraft uses its

ownpower to maneuver, the positive and negative effects of parking positions should be

considered.The passenger connection, blast or noise created, loading door distance and

turningwith heavy load are all the factors effecting this situation. Slopes of terminal

apronsshould never exceed 2 percent for utility airports and 1 percent for transport

airports,for ease of towing, for fueling and aircraft taxiing (2).

At master planning stage based on the estimations made for short, medium and long

tenndevelopment scheme prepared. Number of aircraft stands are important in the sizing
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andshapingof apron and terminal building. In addition, seasonal peaks by tourists, etc.,

orthe requirements for domestic and international passenger traffic, or for national and

foreigncarriers should be considered. "The gate occupancy time is the time for an

aircraftto maneuver in and out of an aircraft stand and load and unload passengers,

baggageand cargo, refuel, perform cabin cleaning, and receive various routine services

andminorrepairs. The gate occupancy time varies depending on aircraft size, flight type

suchas domestic and international, and station type such as originating/terminating,

through,or transfer/transit stations"(lO). When planning the apron layout the passenger

loadingmethod to be used must be taken into account. Categorization of aircraft using

standsis important for fixed apron facilities such as passenger loading bridges, hydrant

systems,etc..

Cargo aprons are located near the cargo building and at some distance from

passengerbuilding. If the cargo operations are small, passenger building apron should be

usedfor this aim, as being far from any passenger activity in order not to create

interminglingcargo and passenger traffic. In recent years parallel to the increase of air

cargotraffic, many airports have all cargo aircraft operations. The need for a cargo

apronbased on air cargo forecast. Generally all cargo aircraft parked either parallel or

nose-inbut it depends on the volume and type of cargo handling system.

IIRYil"'~k- l II' ,', '"Q7ij,i:_. \ Uf\)U, ;1., ,JVLJ Li.>1 J~~

RE~Td lOGO



If aircraft should remain at an airport six to eight hours overnight, a parking apron

maybejustified. Parking aprons at airports with air cargo or air carrier service, should be

locatedclose to the loading position with the safe distance from maneuvering aircraft.

Thisapron is also used for servicing and light maintenance purposes. These areas should

beseparateso as not to interfere with the air-cargo and air-carrier activities.

A service apron is used for performing light services to aircraft and located near

repairhangar and hangar apron is an area from which aircraft move into and out of the

hangar.We can categorize maintenance activities such as; line maintenance, air frame

maintenance,power plant maintenance, and component maintenance. Line maintenance

canbecarried out on terminal apron and it is not necessary for all airports to provide all

maintenancefacilities.

Holding aprons, holding bays, holding pads, run-up or warm-up pads as they are

mostlycalled are necessary at or very near the ends of runways for piston aircraft to

makefinalchecks prior to takeoff and for all types of aircraft to await takeoff clearance.

(2) (fig.4.6). When a delay occurred because of weather conditions or an aircraft

becomesunable to take off because of some malfunction, holding bays are useful for

providingby passing of another aircraft. Holding bays should accommodate two to four

aircraftand connection to the runway should be less than 90 degree. A by pass taxiway

parallelto the taxiway sometimes be an alternative to holding bays.

Some accommodations should be provided at aprons. In normal stay, aircraft

necessitatesminor repairs, services and supplies. For this purpose accommodations may

be necessary adjacent to the aircraft stands for storing equipment and for aircraft

servicingpersonnel. Apron vehicles are also necessitates connection with these services,

andtherefore be considered in conjunction with the planning of apron equipment and

vehicleparks and air side road systems. A motor vehicle fuel station and fresh water

supplypoints are necessary. They should be located not farther than necessary from

aircraftstands. At busy movement periods, tanker vehicles serve for aircraft sewage

disposaland water supply for ease. Aircraft guidance system on aircraft stands for safe

maneuveringof aircraft on the stand and positioning of aircraft is necessary. Apron

markingsand at some airports additional inset pavement lights are used for this purpose.

Fixedaircraft servicing installations reduce apron congestion by providing less service

times.They are; hydrant fueling, fixed ground power, potable/non-potable water supply,

compressair and air conditioning. For hydrant fueling system; a large volume of traffic is
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necessaryfor being economically justifiable, but this is not so for fixed water supply.

"Aircraftwith auxiliary power units (APU) can provide ground power and air

conditioningof the cabin. However, the noise created by APUs often is a nuisance to

crewworkingon the apron and to neighboring communities, particularly at night. Thus a

decisionto install any fixed servicing system requires both economic and environmental

justification"(lO)(fig. 4.7). Provision of apron service roads directly related with service

areasand with minimum interference with maneuvering aircraft and terminal functions is

important.In addition to service roads it is necessary to provide enough space for

groundservicing equipment on the apron.
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4.1.3.Navigational and Air Traffic Control Aids

Airports should have air traffic control systems for controlling aircraft on the surface

ofairportand for refering them during their flight in the vicinity of airport.

At Atatiirk Airport, number of aircraft movements in peak day in 1996 is 729, this

meansthat in less than every two minutes (average) an aircraft takeoff or land. When we

thoughtall the airports, this number will at least twofold in Turkey. We should add the

overflightsin order to understand the traffic in the airchannels. Of course these numbers

arenot important when compared with the worldwide bussiest airports. In France, where

thepopulation is nearer to Turkey, it was calculated that in normal days average 2700

aircraft(1993) and in bussiest days average 6000 aircraft were cruising in the air. In

airspacesof airports, this traffic becomes more intensive. Control towers provide air

trafficcontrol in order to prevent aircraft accidents in the air and on the ground. Flight of

twoaircraft at the same altitude nearer than 7 km was prohibited. At different altitudes

thisdistancebecome minimum 600 metres.

ILS (instrument landing system) is an old system which have used widely. It is an

electronicfacility which provides three-dimensional information about the final portion of

anairport approach, to permit an aircraft to land safely in inclement weather. In this

system,aircraft must wait 10 km apart for landings which is a negative aspect of this

system.Today at large airports generally the new MLS system (microwave landing

system)is used. This system work with the same principles but have longer range. While

ILScan control 30 km farther from the airport, this becomes 50 km with MLS. This

systempreferred because of its increasing safety and speed. While ll.-S permits landings

with200second intervals, this becomes 90 second with MLS (11).

Visibilityconditions and type of aircraft to be operated at the airport are the main

determinantsfor the selection of visual aids. The specifications in Annex 14 indicate for

eachvisual aid and the operating conditions under which they should be provided. In

general,approach and runway lighting aids are related to the type of runway whether it is

plannedfor non-instrument, instrument approach or precision approach category I, II or

1Ilso it should be decided beforehand for planning visual aids. At the initial planning

process,the type of visual aids for initial and future requirements should be determined

andduring initial construction process more than adequate duct capacity should be

provided.



Most modem airports have all or some of the navigational aids such as ILS

(InstrumentLanding Systems), VOR (VHF Omni-directional Radio Ranges), DME

(Distance Measuring Equipment Facilities generally co-located with VOR or ILS,

VORIAC (Co-located Tactical Air Navigation Systems and VOR) and radars

(approach,secondary and surveillance type). After the determination of the types of

navigationalaids needed at the airport , at the site selection stage the assistance of the

individualexpert associated with the aid is necessary. Site clearing and grading is

necessaryif the site is not flat. If the selected site isn't ideal, the choice of most

economicalconfiguration of required navigational aid can be determined by means of a

flightcheck. By means of numerous navigational aids and rapid developments in

electronictechnology it is not easy to specify the ~xact sizes of buildings. Some parts of

lhelLS are usually outside the airport but the control and power are usually provided

fromthe airport. Although ILS is usually planned for bad weather conditions, fair

weatheruse is common, so some runways have planned with ILS at both ends. The

propertiesof terrain such as slope is important because the reflectiveness affect the radio

signals.When planning buildings for radio navigation aids; size, power supply, drainage,

accessroads and safety are important factors which should be taken into account.

Airtraffic services vary according to the plans developed by the appropriate air traffic

servicesauthority prepared for air traffic services organization, but the minimum

requirementfor all airports is an airport control tower to accommodate a unit providing

airportcontrol service and a reporting office. Reporting office is not necessarily be a

separateunit. At airports where ILS system is used there is a need for an approach

controloffice and it is generally located in control tower. An area control center or a

flightinformation center is also needed at some airports. It is important to determine the

requirementsat the early stages of planning and expandability should be taken into

account.

Effectiveairport control service primarily requires a clear and unobstructed view of

entiremovement area of airport and the air traffic in the vicinity of airport. Therefore,

locationand height of airport control tower is important in order to have a clear visibility

ofaprons,taxiways, runways, and airspace especially the approach and departure areas.

Thereis need to avoid sun glare in control towers. Cable requirements should be

considered.In control rooms; provision of space for control desks and associated devices

andpersonnelis necessary. Equipment rooms, office space and rest facilities take place
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underneaththe control room. Special-lighting, noise protection, air conditioning and

specialaccommodation of sensitive equipment should be considered

Approach control office should be located close to the control tower room, if it's a

separateentity. Area control Center or flight information center if required should be

closeto airport control tower room and the approach control office. If air traffic services

reportingoffice is required as a separate unit, it should be located closer to other briefing

or reporting offices, such as meteorological briefing office, aeronautical information

servicesunit, etc. It should be easily accessible to flight crews of arriving and departing

aircraftand to flight operations officers of airlines.

Other services may be necessary at airports such as a rescue co-ordination center

whichlocated close to the area control or flight information center or a rescue sub-center

locatedclose to an appropriate air traffic services unit. If there is a complexity in aircraft

andvehiclemovements on the aprons there would be a need for apron controllers with

clearvisual sight lines to all parts of apron areas under their control. Communications

canbe provided by fixed and mobile services at an airport. Telecommunications are

requiredto many parts of an airport. The communications center installation is relatively

inflexibleonce it is established, so in siting it is necessary to avoid restricting the

expansionof other facilities. In many cases it may not be possible to site transmitter and

receiverbuildings within the airport boundaries but they should be considered as part of

theairportinstallation, as far as control and operational aspects are concerned.

4.1.4. Aircraft Characteristics Related to Airport Planning

A general knowledge of aircraft is necessary in planning facilities for their use.

Passengercapacities of aircraft used in airline operations ranges from nearly 10 to 1000.

Thereis a variety of aircraft which have different characteristics such as size, weight,

capacity,and which necessitates different runway lengths. The weight and size of the

aircraftdirectly affect the sizes of runway, taxiway and aprons, their pavement

thicknessesand also the takeoff and landing runway length requirements. The wingspan

andthe fuselage length is important for the determination of apron sizes, width of

runwaysand taxiways and distances between them, capacity of traffic affects the facilities

withinand adjacent to the passenger building so effective in terminal configuration and

theareaneed for an airport.
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It is not valid to assume that the larger the weight of an aircraft, the longer the

runwaylength required. For large aircraft, especially, the trip length directly influence the

takeoff weight and hence runway length requirements. Estimation of trip length is

importantin the analysis of runway length requirements. Runway length is important for

thedetermination of land area requirements of an airport. In order to provide safety in

aircraftoperation; loading characteristics of aircraft and the load bearing properties of

theairport pavement are also important factors. The greatest length required aircraft,

shouldbe taken into account while planning airport runways. This shouldn't be forgotten

thatthe technological developments related to aircraft; airframe, wing, and engine makes

itpossibleto fly greater distances with greater weights at reduced runway lengths (2).

As mentioned above aircraft characteristics have great influence on the design of

airports,especially on runway lengths. The factors affecting runway length may be

groupedinto three general categories such as requirements imposed by the government,

environmentat the airport, and the operating take-off and landing gross weights of each

aircrafttype. Runway length influenced by some conditions at the airport such as

temperature,surface wind, runway slope, altitude of the airport, and condition of the

runwaysurface. The runway length requirement depends on several factors and

computationof length at "A" is based upon the flight from "A" to "B". At a particular

airportsite, runway length based upon the regular longest nonstop flight of aircraft.

Detenrunationof the operating empty weight, payload, fuel reserve, take off and landing

weightand the other factors such as temperature, surface wind, slope and altitude, etc.,

necessaryfor determining the requirement.. The aircraft manufacturers publish runway

lengthdiagrams for the required takeoff and landing runway for each aircraft, for

planningpurposes.

Enginetechnologies are expected to reduce fuel consumption and from piston engine

to turbojet and now ultrahigh bypass-ratio (UHB) turbofan engines, there is a rapid

improvementin this technology. We can see an increase not only in the speed of aircraft

butalsoin the weight and size. Demand for travel is the principal factor for this growth

butairportfacilities may be a limiting factor. The heavier an aircraft, the longer it is and

thegreaterits wingspan. The average productivity is the product of the average load and

thecruisingspeed and while the average productivity of a DC-3 introduced in 1935, is

350 ton-rnileslhit reaches 38500 ton-milesih for the 747 introduced in 1969, and this

meansthat in a little less than 40 years productivity has been over 100 fold.
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Payload is the revenue-producing lift capability of transport aircraft and it has

grownenormously over four decades. Since the piston engine transports of the middle

andlate 1950's, the growth in payload was gradual until the introduction of the wide

bodiedaircraft in the late 1960s and 1970s, when a very large jump took place. The

rangeis the distance that aircraft can fly without refueling and it has also greltly

increasedsince the introduction of DC-3. Today there are several aircraft making

possiblenonstop flights from the west coast of the US to Europe or the Far East or from

Europeto Africa (2).

Fuel costs and variations in these costs have resulted in significant changes in the

operatingeconomics of aircraft, so extensive research has been undertaken to investigate

the impact of such technological factors such as drag reduction, engine efficiency,

structuralweight changes etc. on operating costs.

Sinceone of the most serious problems facing aviation is noise, there is an effort to

reduceengine noise. In an engine the major sources of noise are the machinery noise and

theprimaryjet noise. When the high-velocity exhaust gas from the engine mixed with the

ambientair the primary jet noise generated. While the primary jet noise is dominant in

takeoffs,machinery noise is dominant in landings (fig. 4.8).
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Fan blade

Turbine blade
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~ -'-Fon exhousl nOise

Compressor blades

Fig.4.8 Sources of noise in jet engines

source:Horonjetf and McKelvey '2)

Therange of an aircraft is the distance it can fly. One of the most important factors

effectingthe range of an aircraft is the payload which refers to the total revenue

producingload, such as passengers and their baggage, mail, express, and cargo. There is

anindirectrelation among range and payload as payload decreases the range increases.

Payload-versus-rangediagrams are published by manufacturers for airport planning

purposeswhich are useful for determining the probable weight characteristics of aircraft

flyingparticular stage lengths between airports.
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The motion of an aircraft during a 180 degree turn is important for planning

purposes.For determining aircraft positions on terminal apron or the paths in the airport,

itisnecessary to understand the geometry of movement of an aircraft. Turning radii are

thefunction of the nose gear steering angle and the larger the angle the smaller the radii.

Fromthe center of rotation, the distances to various parts of aircraft such as nose or tail

createa number of radii. The largest radius is important for the clearances to buildings or

adjacentaircraft. It was graphically shown in fig. 4.9.
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Fig.4.9. Graphical solution of a 1800 turn

source: IeAO (10)

"The minimum turning radius corresponds to the maximum nose gear steering angle

specified by the aircraft manufacturer. The maximum angles vary from 60' to 80'. The

center of rotation can be easily determined by drawing a line through the axis of the

nose gear at whatever steering angle is desired. The intersection of this line with a line

drawn through the axes of the two main gears is the center of rotation. For aircraft with

more than two main gears, such as the Boeing 747, the axis is drawn midway between

the gears"(2).

Somenewer large aircraft have the capability of swiveling the main gear when making

sharpturns in order to reduce turning radius. Using minimum turning radius is not

practicalbecause the maneuver cause excessive tire wear and sometimes harmful to the

pavementsurface, so lesser angles on the order of 50 degree are more proper.
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The load distribution between the main gears and the nose gear depends on the type

ofthe aircraft and the location of its center of gravity. It is normally assumed that 5 % of

theweight is supported on the nose gear and the remainder on the main gears, for the

pavementdesign purpose.

Whenever the wings lift an aircraft, near the ends of the wings vortices appear.

Vorticesformed by two counterrotating cylindrical air masses about a wingspan apart,

andextend along the flight path behind the aircraft. Vortices are important because, they

affectother aircraft and their flight paths (fig.4. 10). While an aircraft is flying slowly near

anairport vortices become intense and they create winds which referred to as wake

turbulenceor wake vortex. The wake vortex problem is important because of its effect

onheadwaysizes and then runway capacity. For a small aircraft in order to avoid wake

vortexselection of a flight path above the path of a heavy aircraft is an effective method.

Researcheshave been made especially by NASA in order to prevent hazardous effect of

wakevortex.
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Fig. 4.10 Vortex movement near the ground showing the effect of wind.

Source.Horonjeff and Me Kelvey (2)
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4.1.5. Terminal Building

"An airport functions as a transfer point between air vehicles and ground vehicles.

Thereare numerous types of air vehicles designed for various functions"(9). The ground

vehiclesare in many forms. Motor vehicles utilized as passenger cars, trucks; etc., rapid

transitsystems and also special loading vehicles for supplementary transfer within the

airport.The transfer point is generally a building structure or structures we called as

passengerterminal.

We can categorized, terminal building activities into three mam groups, such as,

passengerprocessing and servicing, cargo handling and processing and aircraft servicing.

Wecan see each of the important functions and their interrelationships in fig. 4.11. In the

design,natural movement and servicing patterns of each is important in order to

minimizepassenger walking distances, airline servicing and processing times, and

congestioncaused by intermingling of nonrelated activities.

Passenger terminal syslem
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Processing I
Access / Egress

•...Process1nQ ""-Processing -Fhght Flight

Interface
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Drlvlng
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Checking customs

Highway
Roil right 01 way
Transfer slohon
Aula
Toxi
Bus
Train/tronslt
V/STOL

Enplane curb
Deplane curb
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,ranSit plalfQfm

Ticket counter

Baggage depaSl!
Passport counter

Bog claim device
Customs counter

Hold room

Walhng lounge
Mobile lounge
Bus
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FIg. 4.11'Components of the passenger terminal system

source: HoronjefI and McKelvey :2)

The passenger terminal system provides the interface between the airport access

modeand aircraft. It has three major components such as; access interface, processing,

andflightinterface.
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• The access interface provides passage from access mode to processing component by

meansof circulation, parking, and curbside activities.

• Processing component provides passenger preparation for a starting, ending or

continuing trip with activities such as; ticketing, baggage check-in, baggage claim,

seatassignment, inspection services, and security.

• Theflight interface provides passage from the processing component to the aircraft by

means of assembly, conveyance to and from aircraft, and aircraft loading and

unloadingactivities (2).

4.1.5.1. Access Interface

Passenger building connection with access system is an important part of airport

systemand composed by; vehicular traffic lanes, through lanes, by-pass lanes, and

curb/maneuveringlanes, and also pedestrian crossings, signs, sidewalk platform, curb

side baggage check-in points, and building openings. The passenger building

configurationgreatly influenced by the curb lengths and vehicular traffic lanes. Vehicular

curbareas are required for efficient loading of baggages of passengers. When passenger

volumesexceed one million enplanements and when physical limitations make curb

separationdesirable, multilevel curb construction considered at multilevel terminals with

rampsand structural roads. They are costly constructions so they should be considered

asifthereis no single level alternative.

The layout and types of terminal concepts are important 10 determining the

integrationof the components to form the ground transportation access system. Design

ofcurbfrontage and road system to it is important, in order not to cause confusion,

congestion,or being flight missing for passengers and insecure for pedestrians.

Separationof enplaning and deplaning road system is a practice but generally pedestrian

crosscouldn't be eliminated. All forms of vehicular movements; private vehicles, rental

cars,taxis,valet-driven cars, busses, etc., should be considered at the design stage.

The numbers, average size and characteristics of vehicles, average time

requirementsfor vehicles, peak period requirements, etc., can help to determine the curb

lengthrequirement. Public transport systems may influence individual car usage. The

distributionof passengers by travel modes and the numbers and types of vehicles can be
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determinedby economic and operational forecasts. While waiting period of vehicles

dependon several factors, many airport authorities have found that a waiting period of

threeminutes for cars is sufficient for unloading. Curb space is utilized by buses, private

cars, taxis, etc. Curb maneuvering lanes are provided for loading and unloading

passengersand their bags and should only be used for this aim, not for waiting. Each

vehicleshould occupy this space as the total time it takes for loading and unloading and

maneuvering,which is named as "dwell time / vehicle".

The width of curb lane should be approximately 1.6 of a regular traffic lane.

Requiredcurb length can be determined by the impact of some factors such as; design

hourenplaning, deplaning passengers, transfer passenger percentage, modal preference

byvehiculartype, percentage of passengers who go directly to parking area without

'Jsingcurb system, passenger / visitor ratio, percentage of private car users, occupants

pervehicle,etc. Calculated curb length should be related to terminal layouts for both

enplaningand deplaning (figA.12).

In passenger building planning, the shape and size for vehicle unloading and number

ofvehiclesto be accommodated is important factors. The unloading area should be on

thesamelevelwith the passenger departure floor and a direct flow should be provided to

thefirst processing area in the passenger building. Entrances and exits, of passenger

buildingsshould be considered as potential vehicular traffic accumulation points so

numberand and location of terminal openings and the terminal functions with which they

connectare important.

4.1.5.2. Processing

Wecan divide processing activity in passenger buildings into two, such as passenger

processingand baggage processing. Entryways and foyers, check-in concourse, public

lobbyareas and security inspection stations are all elements of passenger processing

system.

Firstareas of processing for deplaning passengers are entryways and foyers. They are

locatedalong the curb element and their size depend upon their intended use. Entrances

andexitswith their relatively small size considered carefully in order to provide sheltered

JRIbliewaitingareas with facilities to disabled and to meet peak hour demand.
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In check-in concourse, although baggage check-in is the primary activity a number of

relatedactivities such as aircraft operators' ticket sales, stand-by passenger registrations,

aircraftoperators' information and currency exchange facilities may take place there.

Mostly,ticket counter areas are leased by an airline so the planning, design, and sizing

ofthese areas should be closely coordinated with individual airlines.

Different ticket counter or check-in counter configurations such as linear, flow

through,island are in general use. Airline ticket counter should be in relation with office

activitiessuch as accounting and safekeeping of receipts, communications, personnel

areafor rest, agent supervision,etc .. At low activity locations all company administrative

andoperational functions, including outbound baggage may be provided at the ticket

counter.At high activity locations, ticket counter and airline support activities may be

locatedremotely.

Conventional check-in system of manual ticket control and baggage weighing and

labelingis changing today with the use of computer and the elimination of baggage

weighing.All these changes have influence on planning with different space requirements

forcheck-inpositions. The time required to process one passenger and the rate of flow

to the check-in positions can be determined in consultation with aircraft operators and

necessaryfor determining the number of check-in positions. Landside vehicle unloading

positionsand building entrances should be related with check -in positions.

The location of check-in facilities should provide passengers to check-in at the

earliestpossible moment and relieve their baggage at the earliest opportunity and the

layoutis influenced by two considerations; providing minimum distance to the airside and

providinga straight forward connection of parallel flows to the airside across the check

inconC<ilrses.While designing, long continuos lines of check-in positions with right

anglesshouldbe avoided.

Visualpresentation of flight information with flight indicator boards or by means of

closedcircuit TV, etc., should be located so they should be seen without visual

obstruction,without obstructing the flows and from all principal parts of complex.

Publiccirculation and access for passenger ticketing, waiting, concession areas and

otherpassengerservices and baggage claim provided by lobbies in terminal buildings.

Theticketing lobby should be arranged in a way that provides easy access and clear

visibilityto the individual airline ticket counters upon entering the building circulation

pattern,and provision of adequate queuing space in front of counters is important.
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Minimum4-5 m queumg space and 12 to 15 m lobby depth in front of counter is

required.

Waiting lobby is a centralized waiting area which provides public seating and access

to amenities. Adequate number of seating should be provided. Visitor-passenger ratios

canbe determined by means of local surveys or with the assumption of one visitor per

peakhour originating passenger.

Baggage Claim Lobby provides public circulation space for access to baggage claim

facilitiesand connection with deplaning curb and ground transportation and also

involvescert@n amenities such as car rental counters, telephones, etc.

Departure lounge (gate lounge) is a waiting or holding area for passengers

immediatelyprior to boarding an aircraft and generally controlled by individual airlines. It

includesspace for ticket collections, baggage check-in, seating and waiting area, queuing

areafor aircraft boarding, and a separate corridor for aircraft deplaning. The deplaning

areais a roped aisle or separate corridor directly leading passengers to a public corridor

whichshould be separated from the rest of departure lounge.

There are three types of passenger inspection stations depending on the location of

thestation in relation to the aircraft boarding area, which are Boarding Gate Station,

HoldingArea Station and Sterile Concourse Station. It is generally located in a

concourseor corridor leading to piers or satellite terminal. In linear and transporter

tencinalsystems this is not a feasible method and several inspection stations required to

controla number of holding areas or departure lounges. At low activity areas manual

searchmaybe employed and security inspection station include a minimum of one walk

throughweapons detector and one x-ray device. Such a station requires 9-14 sqm area

andhave a capability of inspecting 500 to 600 persons per hour. The space which is

leadingto security inspection station should be large enough for not to interrupt

circulationbecause of queuing people.

Baggagehandling systems and outbound baggage facilities are elements of baggage

processingsystem. Average baggages handled by airlines ranges from 1.6 to 1.9 bags per

passenger.This is not exact and it changes due to stage lengths of airlines. Longer stage

lengthscauses greater number of bags than an airline with a route structure based upon

shortstage lengths. Therefore, a complete understanding of airline operations related to

thetimeschedule and peak conditions is necessary for providing appropriate space for a

baggagehandling system.



Check-in points may be located at the central ticketing counter, at the gate lounge,

atthecurbside and in the parking lot in a system. The last two location provides quicker

andmore convenient acceptance of baggage and prevents congestion in the terminal

area.Simple conveyors and/or gravity chutes can be used in this system. In large

terminalsfully automated cars or pallets should be used (fig.4.13). The transferred

baggageis processed at the same area with the originating and terminating baggage

therefore,enough space should be provided for this aim and expandability should be

considered.

Baggage system is two directional. Originating passengers arrive airport over an

extendedperiod of time but terminating passengers may create a peak condition, as they

arriveat the same time and expect to claim their baggage in a short time. As the larger

aircraftbecome utilized in greater numbers this causes peaking conditions and necessity

ofdecentralizationof the baggage claim systems occur. Baggage claim devices should be

manualor mechanical and in many forms. The basic aim is to provide maximum frontage

sothatpassengers can easily identify and reach their baggage.

Transferring the baggage with automated systems to the building is technically

feasibleand a faster method. In baggage rooms, sprinkler system must be provided and

carefulfire cutoff must be made between terminal proper and baggage areas. Outside

doors are important in baggage rooms and automation provides rapidity. Future

expansionshould be kept in mind. Enplaning baggage received from three points;

curbsidecheck-in, counter check-in and gate check-in. There is also transfer baggage

whichshould be kept in mind. Deplaning baggage claim area need differs according to

manyfactors; such as if all airlines use the same area or separate claim areas, number of

passengersand amount of baggage that will be claimed within the peak condition, the

type,size,capacity and frontage size of the device. The security and operation desires of

airlineor authority is important, so there is no exact measure for baggage claiming areas.

Withall the information above the decision made by the designer. Another important

factoris the need for queuing space between claim device and customs inspection system

forinternationalarrivals.

"The outbound baggage facility is that area where baggage is received by

mechanicalconveyor from the ticket counters, online and off-line connecting flights, and

curb-sidecheck-in. It is sorted and loaded into containers or carts for subsequent

deliveryto aircraft. At low volume airports, bags may be manually moved through a wall
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(0) The baggage is transported from the aircraft to the
claiming device by a cart and is then off-loaded manually
by an attendent.

(~ DIVERTER In this system the baggage is placed on a conveyor

at one end. A diverter moves back and forth along the
conveyor and disperses the baggage onto the claiming ~vice.

CAROUSEL A conveyor, from underneath or from above,
delivers the baggage to a rotating carousel.

(c)

--- -

0' ) i-'I
------ «: I--

I-- --

(d)
~\CE TRACK A conveyor from underneath or from above,elivers the baggage to a continuously circulating
conveyor, the length of which will depend upon the
terminal layout.

Fig. 4.13 Baggage claim systems

soun:e: J.de Chiara and 1. Callender (9)
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(el POD The baggage pod is removed from the aircraft and
delivered to the claim area. The passengers rem~ their
baggage from the pod.

(f) AMOEBA This system is an extension of the race track

system. The only difference being that the baggage is
manually loaded directly onto the conveyor by an attendant
behind a wall and out of view from the passengers.

(g) AtrrOMATED This system conBists of carts that are operated
by a computer system. The passenger inserts his claim
ticket into a call box at a desired locatfon, the cart then
delivers the baggage at that location.

Fig. 4.13 (cont.) Baggage claim systems

1lUICe: 1.deChiara and J. Callender (9)
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opening"(9). Baggage processmg equipment and conveyors should be provided by

airlines.Outbound baggage should be in close proximity to ticket counters for providing

easein baggage movement and should be in direct relation with aircraft parking apron.

For optimal use of personnel, space and equipment it should be suitable to handle all

baggageat the same area. Security is an important factor.

Belt conveyors are the most common mechanized systems with average transport

capacitiesof 26 to 50 bags per minute (fig.4.14). Inclined belts, vertical lift devices or

chutesare used in multi level systems. Inclined belts necessitates more area while chutes

maycause damaged bags although it is an inexpensive alternative. Vertical lift devices

arepreferable with capacities 18 to 45 bags per minute. Recirculating devices can be

usedwhen the number of departures processed exceeds the capabilities of raw belt and

spillplate. Tilt-tray sorters are used for very high-volume stations. These are most

common systems and the terminal design should allow the flexibility for future

installationof different systems.

4.1.5.3. The Flight Interface

AircraftParking Systems and passenger loading methods are important determinants

ofthe flight interface. Gate lounge which is a sterile area before boarding an aircraft is

alsopart of the flight interface.

There are two type of operations for the displacement of aircraft on the aircraft

apron.One is power-out which aircraft move with its own power, the other is push-out

whichaircraft was moved by the help of special vehicles. Power-out operation require

greaterapron area and they necessitate special design considerations with regard to the

wallsurfaces of terminal buildings. Blast protection should be considered in this system

butfewerground personnel and less equipment are required. Push-out operation requires

lessapron area but the use of expensive tractors and personnel to move the aircraft out

ofitsgate position before it powers away from the terminal area.

Many systems have become available for passenger enplaning and deplaning. It

changesaccording to the passenger volumes, economic considerations, and climatic

conditions.Passengers walk up boarding stairs or along a passenger loading bridge, or

conveyingthem in a transporter are all different methods of boarding. Second level
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Fig.4.14 Semiautomated linear belt sorter

sautee: Jde Chiara and J. Callender (9)
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Fig.4.14 Outbound baggage room typical raw belt conveyor installation

1llUIte: l.de Chiara and 1. Callender (9)
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boardingand deplaning IS preferable for its simplicity and efficiency at multilevel

tenninals.Sometimes at single level terminals because of severe weather conditions,

secondlevel boarding becomes necessary and this is provided by two storey connectors,

raisedpier structures or inclined loading bridges, etc. Sometimes a combination of apron

andsecondlevel boarding gates may be desirable. "Integral aircraft stairs are used with

aircraftin the 50-120 seat capacity range, such as B727, B737, DC-9, BAClll, CV580,

andYSllB"(lO). Whether integral or mobile the flow is one directional and the width

anddensityof people effect the capacity of system. Passenger loading bridges provide

fasterconnection and also protect passengers from weather, noise and fumes but they

necessitatehigh traffic volumes because of their installation costs. Their size and form

areimportantin order to provide flexibility to serve different types of aircraft (fig.4.15).

Transportervehicles may be used to serve aircraft at remote parking areas.!t should be a .

busincombination with stairs or a specifically designed vehicle with elevating capability

(Fig.4.16).Buses are also designed specifically for this purpose with their large doors,

lowfloorheight, etc ..

Tumino!

bUlldmfl

Fig.4.15Typicalaircraft loading bridges

soun:e:Horonjeff and McKelvey (2)
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1OUlte: Horonjeff and McKelvey ~2)
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The concept and functions of the gate lounge are basically standard throughout the

airlineindustry and their functional requirements are a ticket counter, a secure or

semisecure seating area, flight identification and last-minute baggage drop. It is also

necessaryto separate circulation patterns of enplaning and deplaning passengers. Gate

loungerequirement changes for each aircraft type and according to the operation

proceduresand activity levels of airlines. Average gate lounge sizes required by each

aircrafttype which are approximate and for preliminary design purposes are as follows:

6000sq ft for B-747, 4 000 sq ft for L- 1011, DC-IO, B2702, 3 500 sq ft for DC-8 and

B-707,2000 sq ft for B-737 and B-727 and 1 500 sq ft for DC-9. Airlines' preferences

relatedwith ticket counter or seating area and type of loading bridge directly affects

circulationpattern and the plan layout of the lounge (fig.4.17).
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Fig. 4.17Typicaldeparture lounge layout

1OUlCe: J.de Chiara and 1. Callender (9)
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4.1.5.4. General Design Considerations

For passenger buildings being closer to runways for more efficient and less costly

aircraftoperations; by minimizing taxiing distance, fuel consumption and time spend by

aircraftfor ground movement, is one of the primary considerations for locational choice.

Passenger buildings should provide a comfortable, convenient and speedy transition

forpassengers and baggage between two transport modes, with lowest cost and can

providefuture expansion without extensive modification.

Parking lots, public transportation systems, curb frontage, baggage claim areas,

check-inareas, gate lounge areas, aircraft positions should have the capability of

independentgrowth to meet the changing demands of the future, because improvements

inaircrafttechnology and changes in the preestablished schedules may cause congestion

atalmostany point in the terminal system (9). Airports and terminal buildings based on

trafficforecasts and guestimate of schedules developed from these forecasts. It would be

wrongto design a structure with fixed parameters based on this information. For good

designand economy flexibility should be maintained.

By means of computer maximum number of aircraft movements that air saturation

willallow can be simulated and correlation of this with the maximum ground area

availablecan be made. This data can serve as a guide for the master plan of the terminal

buildingarea. Role of specialists is important at this stage. Either by computer simulation

or analyticalmethods "average peak hours" should be determined in order to create

simple,direct and logical routes for all passengers, including their baggage and their

vehiculartransportation.

Methodof operation of different airlines such as handling passengers, baggage, cargo,

amenities,food service, ramp operations, maintenance, and their own personnel is an

importantdeterminant. Minimum space requirements related with the time frame should

beprovided.While providing these spaces, leAD requirements should be established.

One of the basic concepts related to terminal building is parking lots. Long-term,

short-term,and valet parking areas with different tariffs and parking areas for employees

shouldbe provided.

In developing the passenger terminal, the architect must recognize in the early phase

ofplanningthat: "The new wide-body type of aircraft carries vast amount of cargo. The

economicsof the new aircraft require that a sizable portion of its cargo-carrying capacity
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beutilized in the transportation of passengers"(9). Therefore the passenger terminal,

musthave the capacity to store cargo for loading into passenger aircraft. This is true for

alltypes and sizes of passenger terminal and with the greater use of the wide-bodied

aircraft,this is becoming standard practice.

Since the passenger terminal is the transfer point between land and air, geometry of

theaircraft apron is important in order to be flexible for different sizes of aircraft, to

providespace for ground equipment, the storage of cargo, and for different loading

techniquesfor people from building to aircraft.

In small terminals secondary functions generally take place in the terminal buildings,

suchas, in-flight feeding, line-maintenance, and general office use.

While designing; the baggage carrying passenger should be considered and

conveniencessuch as automated doors, wide escalators, moving sidewalks ... etc., should

beprovided.The terminal must provide amenities for public such as banks, barbershops,

dutyfree shops, car rental agencies, gift shops, restrooms, restaurant, telephones,

televisionlounge, hotel, etc. Nursery facilities, medical and first-aid facilities should be

provided.Fire safety is an important factor which should be considered at the design

stage.

Engineering considerations are also important. Boiler plants, air conditioning,

electricaldistribution, communication systems, waste removal and maintenance areas are

consideredat the early stages of design and also every mechanical system should have an

alternateor redundant system in order to guarantee the operation at the airport.

Carefulattention must be given to directional and identification signs on roadways

andinthe passenger building complex in order to facilitate an orderly flow of passengers

totheirdesired locations. There should be a simple and effective information system at

theterminal buildings for guiding people there. Language is a problem. The ICAO

document8881-C/992, International Signs to Facilitate Passengers Using Airports,

containsa set of signs which facilitates air travelers access to facilities and services such

as;telephones,check-in counter, post offices, toilets, banks, etc ..

We should know the activity systems in order to understand the operation of this

building.The activity is divided into public and nonpublic functions (Fig.4.18-20)
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Fig. 4. 18 Enplaining passenger flow

source:J de Chiara and J. Callender (9)
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Fig. 4. 19 Domestic Deplaining passenger flow

source:] de Chiara and 1. Callender (9)
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4.1.5.5. Passenger Characteristics

There are two main categories of passengers; one who travel for business purposes

theother for non-business purposes as tourist, personal or religious reasons. While the

businesspassenger is a more experienced traveler, non-business traveler generally less

familiarwith airline procedures or passenger building service and concessions.

Passengerscan also be categorized as international and domestic, and these two flow

routesshould be separated while passengers traveling between countries have to subject

toinspectionby government frontier control agencies domestic passengers have not. The

othercategorization can be made such as departures, arrivals, transit and transferring

passengers.

It's necessary to understand passenger behavior and flow principles in order to

achievea successful design. Passengers show a homogenous flow, whether constant or

intennittent,they require clear indications of what they are expected to do and the routes

theyshouldfollow and they have different needs, preferences and sometimes disabilities.

Withall these factors, a system should attract passengers to the routes required by the

flowpatternwhile giving freedom for individual requirements. The key is simplicity while

achievingplanning objectives and it can be provided by separating functions.

A large area in the passenger building should be broken down into units or modules

whichis sized according to the physical limitations of passengers and the economics of

constructionand operation of this building and apron. 300 m from the center of the

airsideof passenger building to the farthest aircraft parking position is accepted as a

reasonablelimit. It is essential to provide most compact arrangement in order to

minimizetransfer distances while planning the passenger building. For creating an easily

comprehensibleenvironment facilitating for free flow of vehicles and people and for

providingflexible and expandable layout these units should be arranged in the simplest

manner.Separation of functions as a determinant in hand, flow pattern is mainly

determinedby passenger flow although baggage flow has an equal importance but its

inanimatecharacter makes it easily compatible with the best passenger flow.

Passenger flow routes should be short, direct and do not cross other flow routes,

shouldbe one directional and should provide maximum visual continuity, should not

necessitateguidance. Level changes and hesitancy caused by directional signs and

multidirectionaljunctions on flow routes should be avoided. Passengers should get rid of
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theirbaggage at the earliest possible point. Random movement areas should be adjacent,

butnot part of flow routes. Interruption by means of controls should be minimized and

passengers should not have to pass through the same type of control more than once in

ordernot to cause delays and irritation.

The general planning principles also apply to baggage systems planning and we

should know that baggage system influenced by passenger flow at points where

passengerand baggage flow come together.

4.1.5.6. Passenger Amenities

We can classify passenger amenities such as food and beverage sefYlces,

concessionairesand building services.

At small airports food and beverage services may be only a coffee shop and a

separaterestaurant depending on the surrounding community, but at larger airports these

servicesinclude sometimes more than one snack bars, coffee shops, restaurants and bar

lounges,etc. The number and size of these services depend on the terminal concept and

airportsize. Based on available data 3.3 to 3.7 sqm ranges used for space per seat for

coffeeshop/restaurant seat, including support space. 15 to 25 percent of coffee

shop/restaurantover-all space requirement for snack-bars and 25 to 35 percent for bar

loungesis suitable.

Concessionaires may be news, tobacco, gift and apparel shops, drugstore, barber and

shoeshineoperations and each of them may become separate or combined according to

theenplanementlevel. Auto rental counters vary according to the number of companies,

floristshop, displays, insurance, public lockers, public telephones, automated post offices

aresome of the other services. Vending machines, if provided should be grouped or

recessedin order not to affect circulation. Public toilets sized according to the local

codesand building occupancy. Airport Management Offices and Airport Police /

SecurityOffices space needs vary especially according to the size of staff Medical Aid

Facilitiesspace requirements mostly determined by first-aid services, for branch

operations,off airport clinics used. Nursery Facilities have been provided at airports over

annualone million enplanements. A private toilet room of 4.7 to 5.6 sqm for changing

andfeedingfacilities which has a number of two or up depending on the terminal size

andconfiguration (9). "Public toilets : must be sized for building occupancies in
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accordancewith codes applicable to the local community, state, etc. Space allowances

varygreatly, from 139 to 167 sqm per 500 peak-hour passengers (in and out) down to

120 sqmper million annual enplanements at large hub airports"(lO). Facilities for elderly

anddisabledpeople should also be provided in passenger buildings.

Buildingmaintenance and storage varies according to the types of maintenance either

contractedor authority operated and storage facilities available in other authority owned

buildings.Building mechanical systems (HV AC) space requirement ranges from 12 to 15

percentof the gross total space of all other terminal functions. Some other space need

maybefor information services, government offices, contract service facilities, etc ..

4.1.5.7. Traffic and Service Characteristics

It is necessary to investigate the specific needs of individual carriers. The level of

passengerand cargo, the operational growth or the potential of changing route

structures,and an initial and future projected flight schedule are part of necessary

information.Airlines' demand for distinctive visual character for being identifiable to the

publicis also important and should be considered at design stage. Airline service

characteristicscan be categorized into three basic types; originating/terminating, through

stationand transfer/transit station.

Thecharacteristic of airport change according to airlines' route structures, and an

airportmay serve as one of these different types or all types can be observed at one

airport.Depending on the type served mainly; the space requirements for different

servicesmay change, such as curb frontage, ticketing, baggage check-in, baggage claim,

concessionsand public services, security control etc.

Airlinesoperate charter flights, group tour flights and other types of non-scheduled

passengerservices, in addition to their scheduled operations, there are also a number of

certificatedcarriers operating similarly. Air Taxi is also another class of non-scheduled /

charterservice and aircraft are smaller than those operated by airlines and at many

airportsthis service is provided outside the passenger building complex. Air taxis may

createproblemsat large airports but this is not so at smaller or medium sized airports. At

someairports a relatively high volume of airline charter operations may necessitate a

separateand modest passenger building facilities for supplemental carriers. There may be
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ademandfor general aviation and careful analysis should be made to determine whether

intermixingthis traffic with commercial aviation or not.

The facility requirement vary according to the number of aircraft operators to be

accommodated,their traffic share proportions, aircraft type and the nature of operations.

Minimumcost for an airport can be achieved by the most efficient use of facilit:es.

Developingcriteria for passenger building plan related to demand and capacity should be

developedfor the above factors and for the major components of passenger building

whichare affecting the scale of facilities to be provided. The criteria should be analyzed

andagreed upon by all parties involved such as, the airlines, general aviation interests,

concessionaires,airport management, technical advisors, etc., before it is incorporated in

themasterplan.

4.1.5.8. Passenger Building Concepts

There are certain passenger building concepts and for a particular airport,

applicabilityof all concepts should be considered by the planner. Aircraft parking system

iseffectivein this choice and also compatibility with the planned airfield configuration is

important.Before the final selection, in order to prevent future rejection, the most

desirableconcepts should be evaluated with interested parties. Passenger building

conceptsare as follows:

There are two basic concepts for the arrangement of terminal area. One is

centralized,where all passengers and baggage processed in one building, the other is unit

(decentralized)where each airline or several airlines together located in a separate

terminalbuilding. A single centralized terminal building with its compact operation have

noproblemof transferring passengers and baggage between buildings and have lower

maintenanceand operating costs. This type provides a simple transfer stage for ground

vehiclesand air vehicles with a consolidated single structure involving several airlines. It

hasa simpleairstrip with only a few aircraft positions which may be increased by using

differentconcepts and also multiples of this small group can be used in major terminal

complexes.Convenience to passengers and efficiency of operation to airlines are

measuresof effectiveness. "A unit terminal concept can be justified only at the very high

activityairports, particularly where the percentage of airline transfer passengers is


